
Gargi Parsai

Doubling farmers income and
raising the standard of life for

the poor is the declared intent of
Narendra Modi government that
came to power in May 2014 and
all its initiatives in the agriculture
and rural sector are woven
around these themes. The target
year is 2022 because that is
when the nation celebrates the
75th anniversary of India's
independence from colonial rule
and in effect, also because that
would be the time required for
things to take off the ground
especially as implementation of
most schemes and programmes
is in the hands of state
governments. 

As a result, in the initial
drought years of 2014 and 2015,
the farming sector appeared to
be in disarray. The government
was able to press forward  its
reforms-oriented, ambitious
schemes such as linking mandis
to national e-markets, neem-
coated urea, Pradhan Mantri
Fasal Bima Yojana, Soil Health

Cards, Kisan Credit Cards in
poultry and dairy sector, PM

Krishi Sinchai Yojana,  Farmer
Producer Organisations, Ujjwala

Yojana, complete rural
electrification and Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan while keeping
active the Mahatma Gandhi
National Employment Guarantee
Act (MGNREGA) and the
National Food Security Act
(NFSA). 

Most of the schemes including
food subsidy, gas subsidy,
pension for widows and other
payments are increasingly being
linked through Direct Benefit
Transfer to the zero-balance Jan
Dhan Yojana accounts. Women
are kept at the centre of financial
inclusion schemes.  As against
earlier years when social welfare
schemes were targeted, the Modi
government went for `Sab ka
saath, sab ka vikas'. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
announced in 2016 the
government's ambitious
programme of doubling farmers
income by 2022-23. In April
2016, the government
constituted a committee headed
by Additional Secretary Ashok
Dalwai to suggest a road-map for

doubling farmers income. While
the National Sample Survey
Office's study in 2012-13 had
found an average  farmer
household's monthly income to
be around Rs 6498 per month,
the Dalwai panel computed it to
be an estimated Rs 8,058 per
month in 2015-16 and
recommended that national
average incomes of farmers
should grow at an estimated 10.4
per cent to double incomes in the
next seven years.

At a conference organised by
the Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare earlier on
`Agriculture 2022-Doubling
Farmers Income', Mr Modi
shared his strategy. The steps
enumerated by him were: how to
decrease the cost of cultivation
for farmers through use of soil
health cards and neem-coated
urea;  increase the minimum
support price through cost plus
50 per cent hike formula,
reforming agri-markets and 2200
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MEASURES TO BOOST AGRICULTURE AND
RURAL SECTOR

CAREER AS A WATER SCIENCE
POLICY PROFESSIONAL

Rayies Altaf
Water Science Policy

Water is an essential element
of life as well as the

ecosystem, we live in. Without it,
life cannot be imagined on this
earth. Freshwater comprises only
2-3% of total amount of water
found on this earth. Thus this
resource has to be used
judiciously. According to UN
World Water Report 2018, the
global demand for water is
increasing at the rate of 1% per
year and it will continue to grow in
future as well. A major chunk of
growth in demand for water will
come from developing and
emerging economies such as
India and China. Global water
cycle is getting disrupted due to
climate change also. Other
factors which have led to
increase in water consumption
include intensified agriculture and
rapid urbanization. The report
further states that water pollution
has worsened in almost all rivers
in Africa, Asia and Latin America.
There are new demands on water
from rising urbanization and
rapidly expanding industrial

activities. Water scarcity is a key
challenge before the world and its
mitigation is pivotal from
environmental, economic and
social sustainability point of view.
As the water crisis deepens, the
old solutions appear to be
ineffective in tackling this global
threat. 

The major focus of Goal 6 of
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development is also about
ensuring the availability and
proper management of water
resources. The World Water

Report 2018 states that more
than 2 billion people in the world
lack access to safe drinking water
and more than 4 billion people
don't have access to safe
sanitation. Thus access to safe
drinking water is a challenge
which needs effective and
immediate redressal. 

India too faces an imminent
water crisis and it figures among
the most water stressed countries
in the world. More than a million
people in India don't have access
to safe drinking water, and

majority of others face regular
water shortages. Many cities in
India are currently also
experiencing acute water
shortages. According to the
official estimates, India which has
18% of world's population, has
only 4% of total freshwater
resources. More than half of
India's rivers are highly polluted
whereas others are at levels
which are considered unsafe by
current global and national
standards. The Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) has
doubled the number of polluted
rivers from 121 to 275 in the last
five years. The situation with
groundwater is equally alarming
with scientific findings showing
fast depletion of groundwater
especially in the states of Punjab,
Haryana and Delhi. A very recent
NASA study which is published in
nature in May 2018 only, has also
shown India among the global
hotspots where overuse of water
resources has caused a serious
decline in the availability of
freshwater especially in North
India. Scientists and
environmentalists also predict
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Namaskar. Through ‘Mann Ki Baat’, I
once again have been blessed with

the opportunity to be face-to-face with
you. I am sure you distinctly remember
that for the last many months, a naval
team comprising six women
Commanders was on a voyage. I want to
tell you something about the ‘Naavika
Saagar Parikrama’. These six illustrious
daughters of India circumnavigated the
globe for over more than 250 days on
board the INSV Tarini, returning home on
the 21 of May. The entire country
welcomed them with open arms, with high
spirits. They traversed a multitude of
oceans, many a sea, over a distance of
almost twenty two thousand nautical
miles. This was a first of its kind event in
the entire world. Last Wednesday, I got
an opportunity to meet these daughters
and listen to their experiences. Once
again, I congratulate these daughters and
their spirit of adventure for bringing
laurels to the country, for raising the glory
of the Navy and significantly so, for
conveying to the world that India’s
daughters are no less. Who does not
know of the sense of adventure? If you
view the journey of human evolution, you
will notice that breakthroughs in progress
have taken birth in the womb of some
adventure or the other. There is an
umbilical link between development and
adventure; the resolve to achieve
something, the burning desire to do
something unparalleled, the sentiment
proclaiming “I too can do it”. The number
of such people may be miniscule, but they
turn out to be sources of inspiration for
millions of others, spanning an array of
eras. Recently, you must have come
across quite a few notable happenings
pertaining to mountaineers attempting to
scale Mount Everest. For centuries,
Everest has been throwing the gauntlet at
humankind. And for long, brave hearts
have been responding to the challenge.

On the 16 of May, a team comprising
five tribal students of an Ashram School
in Chandrapur, Maharashtra-Maneesha
Dhurve, Pramesh Ale, Umakant Madhavi,
Kavidas Katmode and Vikas Soyam-
scaled the world’s highest peak. These
Ashram School students began training in
August, 2017, covering Wardha,
Hyderabad, Darjeeling and Leh-Ladakh.
These young boys & girls had been
selected under ‘Mission Shaurya’. True to
its name, they brought glory to the
country with their brave deed of
conquering the Everest. I congratulate
these young friends and members of the
school in Chandrapur, from the core of my
heart. Just a while ago, 16 year old
Shivangi Pathak became the youngest
Indian woman to scale Everest from the
Nepal side. Heartiest congratulations,
Beti Shivangi.

Ajit Bajaj and his daughter became the
first ever father-daughter duo to ascend
Everest. And it’s not that only the young
are climbing Everest. On the 19 of May,
Sangeeta Bahal, aged more than 50,
scaled the Everest. There are some
mountaineers who have shown that apart
from possessing skills, they are sensitive
too. 

A few days ago, under the ‘Clean
Ganga Campaign’, a group from the BSF
Scaled the Everest and while returning,
removed loads of trash littered there and
brought it down. This deed is
commendable indeed; it also displays
their commitment towards cleanliness
and the environment. People have been
ascending the Everest for years & many
have managed to reach the peak
successfully. I congratulate these

daredevils, especially the daughters from
the core of my heart.
My dear countrymen, especially my
young friends, just a couple of months
ago, when I mentioned ‘Fit India’, I did not
think it would draw such a good response;
that a large number of people would
come forward to support it. When I say
‘Fit India’, I believe that the more we play,
the more we will inspire the country to
come out & play. People are sharing
videos of Fitness Challenge on social
media; they are tagging each other to
spread the challenge. Everybody is now
getting connected with this Fit India
Campaign. People from the film fraternity,
from the world of Sports, common citizens
of the country, members of the armed
forces, school teachers or even those
toiling in fields and farms, their rising
notes are building up a crescendo ‘Hum
Fit toh India Fit’… ‘If we are fit, India is fit’.
For me, it’s heartwarming that the captain
of the Indian Cricket team Virat Kohli ji
has included me in his challenge… and I
too have accepted his challenge. I
believe this is gainful and this kind of a
challenge will inspire us to be fit alongwith
others, as well.

My dear countrymen, many a time in
‘Mann Ki Baat’, you must have heard me
mention a thing or two about sports &
sportspersons. And in the last episode,
our heroes of the Commonwealth Games
shared with us their ‘Mann Ki Baat’,
matters close to their hearts through this
programme.

Chhavi Yadav ji, thank you very much
for your phone call. It is true that sports &
games that were once a part & parcel of
every child’s life, in every lane in the
neighbourhood, are fading into oblivion.
These games used to be a special feature
of summer holidays. Sometimes in
scorching afternoons; at times after
dinner, children used to play with
exuberant abandon for hours together,
leaving all worries behind. Some games
saw the participation of the whole family.
Aiming the ball at the crooked column of
stone slats- Pitthoo, playing marbles,
testing one’s agility in Kho kho, spinning
the top, Lattoo, or applying skills in swiftly
flicking the tapered- edged wooden peg
and hitting it aloft-Gilli-Danda,
innumerable games were an inseparable
part of each & every child’s life from
Kashmir to Kanyakumari, from Kutch to
Kamrup. Of course, those games were
known by different names, depending on
the place. Pitthoo is one such game.

Some called it Lagori, at other places it
was Satoriya, Saat Pathar, Dikori,
Satodiya… one game with many names!
Traditional sports and games comprise
both varieties… outdoor and indoor as
well. The unity, intrinsic to our country’s
diversity can be witnessed in these
games. A single game is known by
distinct names at different places. I am
from Gujarat. I known of a game played in
Gujarat called Chomal Isto. It is played
with cowries or tamarind seeds or dice on
an eight by eight square board. It used to
be played in almost every state. Known
as Chowkabara in Karnataka, Attoo in
Madhya Pradesh, Pakidakaali in Kerala,
Champal in Maharashtra, Daayaam and
Thaayaam in Tamilnadu, Changaa Po in
Rajasthan, it had innumerable names.
One realizes after playing, despite not
knowing the language of a particular
state, “Oh! We used to play this game in
our state as well!” Who amongst us would
not have enjoyed playing Gilli-Danda in
our childhood? This is a game that is
played across villages and cities. It is also
known by different names. In Andhra
Pradesh it is called Gotibilla or
Karrabilla.In Odisha it’s called Gulibadi
and in Maharashtra, Vittidaaloo. Some
games are seasonal. There is a season
for flying kites. While flying a kite or
playing a game, one freely expresses
one’s inherent unique qualities. You must
have seen many a child, shy by nature,
leap up with zest, the moment a game
begins. Even children with a seemingly
serious countenance start expressing
themselves; while playing, the innate
child within them comes to the fore.
Traditional sports and games are
structured in such a manner that along
with physical ability, they enhance our
logical thinking, concentration, alertness
and energy levels. Games are not just
games; they teach us values in life, such
as, setting targets, building up
determination, developing team spirit and
fostering mutual co-operation. I recently
noticed in a training programme in
Business Management, our traditional
sports and games being used for
improving overall personality
development and interpersonal skills.
These games are proving to be handy in
overall development. And then, there is
no prescribed age limit for participating in
them. From tiny tots to Grandfather-
Grandmother, when we all play these
games together then the term
‘Generation Gap’ disappears on its own.

At the same\ time, we also come to know
about our culture and traditions. Many
games also make us aware about our
society, environment and other spheres.

It is a matter of concern, whether these
sports & games will fade away to the
point of extinction. It will not just be a loss
of a game; it will be the loss of the spirit
of childhood, something that will exist
only in the verses of poetry.
Ye daulat bhi le lo
Ye shohrat bhi le lo
Bhale chheen lo mujhse meri jawani
Magar mujhko lauta do bachpan ka
sawan
Wo kagaz ki kashti, wo baarish ka
paani
Take away all my riches
Bereave me of all this fame
Snuff out my youth if you so wish
But do return the monsoon that
drenched me as a child
The puddles & my paper boats, the
magic of my rains.

And we will be forever reduced to
listening to this song, hence we must keep
our traditional sports alive.It iscrucial that
today schools, neighbour-hoods and
youth congregations should come forward
and promote these games. Through
crowd sourcing we can create a very large
archive of our traditional games. The
Videos of these games can be shot,
outlining the way to play these games
along with the mandatory rules and
regulations.Animation films can also be
made so that our young generations for
whom these games played in our streets
are something to marvel about, can see,
play for themselves and thus bloom.

My dear countrymen, on the 5 of June,
our nation, India will officially host the
World Environment Day Celebrations.
This is a very important achievement for
India and it is also an acknowledgement
as well as recognition of India's growing
leadership in the direction of tackling
climate change.

This time the theme is 'Beat Plastic
Pollution'. I appeal to all of you, that while
trying to understand the importance of
this theme, we should all ensure that we
do not use low grade polythene and low
grade plastics and try to curb the negative
impact of plastic pollution on our
environment, on our wild life and our
health. Let us all visit the World
Environment Day website ‘wed-india
2018’ and try to imbibe and inculcate the
many interesting suggestions given there
into our everyday life.

Whenever we face a torrid summer, or
floods, incessant rains or unbearable
cold, everybody becomes an expert,
analyzing global warming and climate
change. But does empty talk bring about
any solutions? Being sensitive towards
nature, protecting nature, should come
naturally to us; these virtues should be
embedded in our sanskar.

In the past few weeks, we all witnessed
that there were dust storms in the
different regions of the country, along with
heavy winds and unseasonal heavy rains.
There was also loss of life and property.
These calamities are basically the result
of the change in weather patterns. Our
culture, our traditions have never taught
us to be at loggerheads with nature.

We have to live in harmony and in
synchronicity with nature, we have to stay
in touch with nature. Mahatma Gandhi
had advocated this wisdom at every step
of his life. Today when India speaks of
climate justice or plays a major role in the
Cop21 and Paris agreements or when we
unite the whole world through the medium

PRIME MINISTER ADDRESSES THE NATION
IN “MANN KI BAAT”
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of International Solar Alliance,
they all are rooted in fulfilling that
very dream of Mahatma Gandhi.

On this environment day, let all
of us give it a good thought as to
what can we do to make our
planet cleaner and greener?
How can we progress in this
direction? What innovative
things can we do? The rainy
season is fast approaching; we
can set a target of achieving
record plantation of trees this
time and not only plant trees but
also nurture and maintain the
saplings till they grow.

My dear countrymen and
especially my young friends, you
do remember the 21 of June
now;not only you and I, June 21
remains a part of the entire
world’s collective
consciousness. The 21 of June
has been mandated and is
celebrated as the International
Yoga Day in the entire world and

people start preparing for it
months in advance. The news
being received these days is that
there are preparations afoot in
the whole world to celebrate 21
June as International Yoga Day.

Yoga for unity and a
harmonious society conveys a
message that has permeated the
world over. Centuries
ago, the great Sanskrit Poet
Bhartahari had written in his
‘Shataktrayam’.

œÒÿZ ÿSÿ Á¬ÃÊ ˇÊ◊Ê ø ¡ŸŸË ‡ÊÊÁãÃÁ‡ø⁄U¥ ªÁ„ŸË

‚àÿ¥ ‚ÍŸÈ⁄Uÿ¥ ŒÿÊ ø ÷ÁªŸË ÷˝ÊÃÊ ◊Ÿ— ‚¥ÿ◊—–

‡ÊƒÿÊ ÷ÍÁ◊Ã‹¥ ÁŒ‡ÊÙsÁ¬ fl‚Ÿ¥ ôÊÊŸÊ◊ÎÃ¥ ÷Ù¡Ÿ¥

∞Ã ÿSÿ ∑§ÈÁ≈UÁê’Ÿ— flŒ ‚π ∑§S◊ÊŒ˜ ÷ÿ¥ ÿÙÁªŸ—––

[A man whose father is patience,
mother is forgiveness and peace
as consort, Truth as his friend,
compassion as his sister and
restraint for brother as family
members and whose bed is the
great earth, is clothed by the
great sky and whose food is only
knowledge. Is indeed a Yogi who
won't know any fear.]

This observation expressed
centuries ago, straightaway
implies that practicing yogic
exercises on a regular basis leads
to imbibing benefic attributes
which stand by our side like
relatives and friends. The practice
of yoga leads to building up of
courage, which always protects
us like a father. The practice of
yoga leads to germination of a
sense of forgiveness in the same
manner as a mother has for her
children and mental peace
becomes our permanent friend.
Bhartahari has said that with
regular yogic exercise, truth
becomes our child, mercy
becomes our sister, self restraint
our brother, earth turns in to our
bed and knowledge satiates our
hunger. When so many attributes
become one's partner, then that
yogi conquers all forms of fear.
Once again, I appeal to all the
citizens to adopt their legacy of
yoga and create a healthy, happy
and harmonious nation.

My dear countrymen, today is

the 27thof May, the death
anniversary of the first Prime
Minister of India, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru ji. I render my
pranam to Pandit ji. Memories of
this month are also linked with
Veer Savarkar. This was the very
month, the month of May 1857,
when Indians had displayed their
strength against the British. In
many parts of the country, our
youth and farmers demonstrated
their bravery whilst standing up
against the injustice. It is indeed
sad that we kept on calling the
events of 1857 only as a rebellion
or a soldiers’ mutiny for a very
long time.

In fact, May 1857 was not only
evaluated as a minor historical
incident but was also an attempt
to dent our self-respect. It was
Veer Savarkar who boldly
expostulated by writing that
whatever happened in 1857 was
not a revolt but was indeed the
First War of Independence.
Savarkaralong with his band of
brave hearts celebrated the

50thanniversary of the First
War of Independence with
great fanfare at India house in
London. It is also an amazing
coincidence that the month
which witnessed the First
Struggle for Independence was
the month in which Veer
Savarkar ji was born. Savarkar
ji’s personality was full of
special qualities; he was a
worshipper of both weapons or
shashtra and Knowledge or
shaashtras.

Generally Veer Savarkar is
renowned for his bravery and
his struggle against the British
Raj. But besides these sterling
qualities, he was also a striking
poet and a social reformer who
always emphasized on
goodwill and unity. A wonderful
account about Savarkarji has
been given by our dear
honorable Atal Bihari Vajpayee
Ji. Atal ji had said - Savarkar
means brilliance, Savarkar
means sacrifice, Savarkar
means penance, Savarkar
means substance, Savarkar
means logic, Savarkar means
youth, Savarkar means an
arrow, and Savarkar means a
Sword! Behold! What an
accurate depiction of Savarkar
by Atal ji! Savarkar marched
alongwith both poetry and
revolution. Besides being a
sensitive poet, he was also a
courageous revolutionary.

My dear brothers and sisters,
I was watching a story on TV
about our underprivileged
daughters of certain slums in
Sikar, Rajasthan. Our
daughters, who were forced to
sift through garbage and beg
from home to home in order to
earn a living - today they are
learning sewing and stitching
clothes to cover the
impoverished. This is an
example where the daughters
are stitching ordinary to good
quality clothes for themselves
and other families. Along with
this, they are undergoing a
training course in skill
development.

These daughters have
become self-reliant today and
are living their lives with
respect and have become a
strong support to their families.
I wish all these daughters,
brimming with hope and trust, a
very bright future. They have
demonstrated that if you have

the desire to do something and if
you are determined towards that
goal then success can be
achieved despite all odds! And
this is not only about Sikar, but in
every corner of India, you will
witness something akin to this. If
you observe in your
neighbourhood, then you will
witness for yourselves how
people overcome the difficulties
in their lives!

You must have realized that
whenever we go to a tea shop,
and enjoy tea there, a discussion
with some of the customers
automatically ensues. These
discussions are also political and
social in nature, can be about
movies, sports and sportspersons
or can focus even on the
problems of the country – any
problem with probable solutions
are discussed at length – but
often the problems and their
solutions  remain limited to such
animated discussions only.

But there are some people who
go ahead with their work, to bring
about a change through their
hard work and dedication; they
make it a reality. Such is the story
of D. Prakash Rao, living in the
slums of Cuttack, Orissa, who
gave up everything of his in order
to adopt and realize the dreams
of others!Just yesterday I’ve had
the good fortune of meeting D.
Prakash Rao.

Shriman D. Prakash Rao has
been a tea vendor in the city of
Cuttack forthe past five decades.
A meagre tea vendor; today you
will be surprised to know that the
lives of more than 70 children are
being illuminated through
education due to his efforts. He
has opened a school named
'Asha Ashvaasan', spending 50%
of his incomefor children living in
slums and hutments. He ensures
education, health and meals for
all the children coming to this
school. I congratulate D. Prakash
Rao for his hard work, his
persistence and for providing a
new direction to the lives of those
poor children attending his
school. He has banished the
darkness from their lives.Who
amongst us does not know the
Vedic shloka 'Tamso Ma
Jyotirgamaya'! However, it has
been put intopractice by D.
Prakash Rao. His life is an
inspiration to us, our society and
the whole country. Your
surroundings too must be full of
such inspiring happenings. There
must be innumerable incidents.
Come, let us take positivity
forward.

The month of June is so hot
that people anxiously wait for the
rains, gazing towards the sky for
the clouds to appear. People will
wait for the moon in a few days
from now onwards.Witnessing
the moon means that the festival
of Eid can be celebrated. After an
entire month of fasting during
Ramzan, the festival of Eid is a
harbinger of celebrations.

I hope and believe that
everyone will celebrate Eid with
gaiety and fervor and on this
occasion children will specially
get a grand ‘Eidi’. I hope that the
festival of Eid will further
strengthen the bonds of harmony
in our society. Heartiest
felicitations to all of you. My dear
countrymen, many thanks to you
all. We shall meet once again in
another episode of ‘Mann Ki Baat’
next month.
Namaskar 

- PIB
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gramin haats;  reducing post-
harvest wastages through proper
storage, logistics, food
processing, and implementing
Operation Greens-TOP
(tomatoes, onions and potatoes);
and to provide supplementary
income to farmers through
diversification into blue, organic,
sweet revolution. Value addition
and food processing has also
become a recent focus.

While reinforcing the concept
of ``per drop, more crop", Mr
Modi said the government was
focused on completing irrigation
projects to help farmers reduce
their cost of production. The plan
is to complete 99 irrigation
projects on time for which the
government has made a
provision for additional Rs
80,000 crore.

Because of the soil health
card, the usage of chemical
fertilizers had decreased by 8-10
per cent, while production had
gone up by 5-6 per cent.

The budgetary allocation to
the sector has been enhanced
almost 75 per cent to more than
Rs 2,11694 crore in the last four
years. In addition two corpus
funds of Rs. 5,000 crore for
micro irrigation and Rs. 10,881
crore for the Dairy Processing
and Infrastructure Fund (DIDF)
have been created for the years
2017-20. 

Apart from this, the Fishery
and Aquaculture Infrastructure
Development Fund and Animal
Husbandry Infrastructure
Development Fund amounting to
Rs. 10,000 crore and an
agriculture market development
fund amounting to Rs. 2000
crore have been announced in
the budget 2018-19.

The government has
increased the amount of
institutional loan available to
farmers from Rs 8 lakh crore to
Rs 11 lakh crore in the past three
years. Under a new GrAM
project, farmers will be
connected to markets with 2200
'Gramin Haats' getting a proper
infrastructural upgrade.
Agriculture Produce Marketing
Committees and e-Nam will be
integrated with it.

It must be understood that with
half of the country's population
dependent on agriculture and
allied activities in rural India,
India's economy is closely linked
to the farm sector and with 60
per cent of the agriculture being
rain-fed, the growth in the sector
is highly dependent on
monsoon. 

In the first two years of its rule
in 2014 and 2015, the
government was faced with
deficient monsoon and lowered
kharif output. But by the fourth
year, i.e. 2017-18, as the
southwest monsoon normalised,
the foodgrains production levels
rose dramatically and the 2nd
advance estimates of production
of major crops for 2017-18
released recently expect
foodgrains production to be
279.51 million tonnes, which is a
record. Of this wheat output is
likely to be 98.61 million tonnes
and rice is expected to be 111.52
million tonnes. The production of

coarse cereals at 44.87 million
tonnes and that of pulses at
24.51 million tonnes is also the
highest ever. Farm and allied
sector growth that was stagnant
at 3.2 or lower per cent from
1991-92 to 2013-14 is estimated
to be 4.1 per cent for 2016-17.

The biggest success of the
Modi government in the farm
sector in the last two years has
been the dramatic rise in the
production of pulses. When the
BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) government took
over from the Congress-led
United Progressive Alliance
(UPA) in 2014, the output of
pulses was 19.25 million tonnes.
In the previous year (2012-13) it
was even lower at 18.34 million
tonnes when prices of tur, chana
and moong had touched Rs 180
to Rs 200 per kilogram triggering
large-scale imports. The Modi
government constituted a
Mission for Pulses and created a
buffer stock which was steadily
raised from 1.5 lakh tonnes to 20
lakh tonnes. By 2017-18, with a
record production, the
government lifted the export ban
and introduced quantitative
restriction on imports to augment
domestic supplies. It is now set
out to achieve a similar strategy
in edible oilseeds, the large-
scale import of which is a drag
on the foreign exchange.

In the Budget 2018, Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley proposed to
increase the Minimum Support
Price (MSP) for forthcoming
kharif crop to one-and-a-half
times of the production cost to
enable farmers to pay off loans
and have additional income in
hand.

Several state governments
including Maharashtra, Uttar
Pradesh, Punjab, Rajasthan,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka
have announced limited loan
waivers for small and marginal
farmers. In addition, Madhya
Pradesh and Haryana
governments have launched a
scheme, wherein the differential
between the price paid to
farmers and the MSP is paid up.
The Central Government too
intervenes in the market when
prices of perishables fall in the
market to buy the surplus
produce from farmers.  

Be that as it may, timely
announcement of income-
oriented minimum support price

(MSP) of 23 commodities grown
during rabi and kharif season,
procurement centres to buy
harvested crop at notified MSP,
quick and direct payments,
stopping wastage of post-
harvest crop and perishables,
storage of cereals and providing
reliable markets and a stable
export and import policy are the
key to raising farmers' income. 

In the rural development
sector the government has tried
to improve infrastructure,
improve road connectivity,
drinking water and sanitation
and toilets and rural
electrification by taking a
panchayat approach. 

Therefore, under the Rashtriya
Gram Swaraj Abhiyan, 16850
villages in 484 districts will be
saturated under seven schemes
including the Ujjwala Yojana for
providing free LPG connections

to women from Below Poverty
Line Populations. So far 3.78
crore new connections have
been given of which 44 per cent
went to Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribe women.
Saubhagya Bijli Yojana, Ujala
Scheme, Prime Minister's Jan
Dhan Yojana (under which 31.52
crore zero balance accounts
have been opened), Pradhan
Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima
Yojana,(5.22 crore people
provided with life insurance
cover at Rs 330 per annum
premium), Pradhan Mantri
Suraksha Bima Yojana which
covers accidental deaths (25

lakh people insured with
premium of Rs 12 per annum)
and Mission Indradhanush.

As in agriculture, the rural
development expenditure was
enhanced by nearly 62 per cent
from Rs 59630 in 2013-14 to Rs
95099 in 2016-17 for ``poverty-
free gram panchayats''. In 2017-
18, the Ministry targets an
expenditure of Rs 1,05,448
crore. 

Between 2014 and 2017, about
813.76 crore person days
employment were generated
under Pradhan Mantri Awaas
Yojana, Pradhan Mantri Gram
Sadak Yojana and MGNREGA.
By 2019, one crore houses will be
constructed under PM Awas
Yojana while 2.41 crore
households have been targeted
for assistance. Under Awas
Yojana, 32,14,506 houses were
constructed during 2016-17.
MGNREGA allocation raised from
Rs 33,000 crore in 2013-14 to Rs
55,000 crore in 2018-19.Women
participation was highest at 56
per cent in 2016-17.

Amongst government's
strongest achievements in the
rural sector are ensuring smoke-
free cooking for rural women
under Ujjwala Yojana by
providing 3.8 crore poor women
LPG connections. The target is 8
crore. Complete rural
electrification of villages is
another highlight. 

The Pradhan Mantri Gram
Sadak Yojana boasts of
enhancing rural roads
connectivity from 56 per cent in
2014 to 82 per cent now. The
average speed of road
construction has gone up from
69 km per day in 2013-14 to 134
km per day. 

Under Atal Pension Yojana for

the unorganised sector, 80 lakh
subscribers were enrolled and
2.23 lakh senior citizens have
subscribed to Pradhan Mantri
Vyaya Vandnana Yojana. Under
the Direct Benefit Transfer, so far
Rs 2,64,113 crore cash has been
transferred to bank accounts for
the 366 identified schemes.
Under Pradhan Mantri Surakshit
Matritva Abhiyan for ensuring
good health of mother and child,
more than 1.16 crore ante-natal
check-ups have been done at
over 12,900 health facilities.
Above all, the funds availability
through the Mudra bank has
encouraged entrepreneurs to

avail funds. 
The rural sanitation

programme reflects the true
spirit of people's participation. As
a programme it has been given
high priority and since October
2014, 7.1 crore households
toilets have been constructed.
According to Rural Development
Ministry officials, this means that
rural sanitation coverage in India
has more than doubled from 39
per cent in 2014 to over 83 per
cent now. 

Significantly, all the villages on
the banks of river Ganga have
been made Open Defecation
Free under the Namami Gange
Programme.
(The Author is a senior
journalist, based in New Delhi.
She  can be reached at E-mail:
gargiparsai@yahoo.com)
Views expressed are personal.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing
result of the various competitive
examinations conducted by the
UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment
Boards etc. Candidates are however
advised to check with official
notification/gazette. Employment
News will not be responsible for any
printing error going inadvertently.

Union Public Service Commission
Dholpur House, Shahjahan Road, New Delhi-110069

Online Recruitment Applications (ORA) are invited for direct
recruitment by selection through website
http://www.upsconline.nic.in to the following posts by  28th  June,
2018.
1. (Vacancy No. 18061101509) 

One Assistant Director, Department of Animal Husbandry,
Dairying  &  Fisheries,  Ministry of Agriculture  &  Farmers Welfare
(SC-01).   

2. (Vacancy No. 18061102509) 
One Livestock Officer, Central Cattle Breeding Farm,
Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying & Fisheries,  Ministry
of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare (UR-01).  

3. (Vacancy No. 18061103509) 
One Senior Instructor  (Naval Architecture), Central Institute of
Fisheries, Nautical and Engineering Training, Department of
Animal Husbandry, Dairying  &  Fisheries,  Ministry  of  Agriculture
& Farmers Welfare (UR-01).   

4.   (Vacancy No. 18061104609) 
Forty-one Airworthiness Officer, Directorate General of Civil
Aviation, Ministry of Civil Aviation (SC-07, ST-04, OBC-07, UR-
23).

5. (Vacancy No. 18061105609) 
One Director (Conservation), Archaeological Survey of India,
Ministry of Culture (UR-01).   

6. (Vacancy No. 18061106209) 
One Deputy Legislative Counsel (Hindi Branch), Official
Languages Wing, Legislative Department,   Ministry of Law and
Justice (OBC-01).   

7. (Vacancy No. 18061107209) 
Two Superintendent Translation (Hindi Branch), Official
Languages Wing, Legislative Department,  Ministry of Law and
Justice (UR-02).  

8. (Vacancy No. 18061108309) 
One Professor (Non-Technical) Applied Mathematics,
Ambedkar Institute of Advanced Communication Technologies &
Research,  Department of Training & Technical Education,
Government  of NCT of Delhi (SC-01).  

9. (Vacancy No. 18061109309) 
Three Professor (Applied Art), College of Art, Department of
Training & Technical Education, Government of NCT of Delhi (UR-03).  

10. (Vacancy No. 18061110309) 
Two Professor (Painting), College of Art, Department of Training
& Technical Education, Government of NCT of Delhi (UR-02).   

11. (Vacancy No. 18061111309) 
One Professor (Sculpture), College of Art, Department of Training
& Technical Education, Government of NCT of Delhi (UR-01). 

12. (Vacancy No. 18061112309) 
Four Associate Professor (Applied Art), College of Art,
Department  of  Training  &  Technical  Education, Government  of
NCT of  Delhi (UR-04).   

13. (Vacancy No. 18061113309) 
Three Associate Professor (Painting), College of Art,
Department of Training & Technical Education, Government of
NCT of Delhi (UR-03).   

14. (Vacancy No. 18061114309) 
Five Assistant Professor (Applied Art), College of  Art,
Department  of  Training  &  Technical  Education, Government   of
NCT of  Delhi (UR-05).   

15. (Vacancy No. 18061115309) 
Two Assistant Professor (Painting), College of Art,  Department
of  Training  & Technical  Education, Government  of   NCT of
Delhi (SC-01, UR-01).   

16. (Vacancy No. 18061116309) 
Three Assistant Professor (Sculpture), College of  Art,
Department  of  Training  &  Technical  Education, Government  of
NCT of  Delhi (UR-03).   

The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to visit
Commission's ORA website http://www.upsconline.nic.in. The
detailed advertisement along-with 'Instructions and Additional
Information to Candidates for Recruitment by Selection' has been
displayed on Commission's website http://www.upsc.gov.in as well
as on the Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website
http://www.upsconline.nic.in.  EN 10/68

INDICATIVE ADVERTISEMENT NO. 11/2018 

Sainik School Chhingchhip, Mizoram- 796161
(A residential Public School under Sainik Schools Society)

Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India
1. Applications are invited for the below mentioned post:-
SI. Name of Post No. of Essential Qualification Pay Scale Age
No. Vacancy
a) TGT 01 Graduate in Physics/Chemistry/ 9300-34800 Under 35 years

(Gen Science) (One) Botany/Zoology with B.Ed from Grade pay as on 01 Jun
(Regular) recognized University/Institute. 4600/- 2018

Candidate should have quali-
fied CTET/TET/State TET.

2. Desirable Qualification: Experience in teaching in a reputed English medium school. Proficiency
in games and sports, interest in other extra curricular activities computer and aptitude for residential
school life style.

3. Allowance and Perquisites (for regular posts’ only): Rent free accommodation, Transport
Allowance, DA, Medical Allowance, LTC, Bonus, New Pension Scheme, Subsidised education for
02 children.

4. Eligible and interested candidate may apply with photocopies of full testimonials in support of
qualification/experience, photograph and one self addressed envelope with postage stamp of Rs.
40/- (for communicating through Speed Post) to “The Principal, Sainik School Chhingchhip,
Chhingchhip Village, Dist- Serchhip, Pin-796161”. Application Forms can be downloaded from
School website sschhingchhip_mizoram.gov.in. Application should be accompanied by one A/C
payee Demand Draft of Rs. 500/- for General (Non-refundable) and Rs. 300/- for SC/ST (Non-
refundable) drawn in favour of Principal, Sainik School Chhingchhip, payable at State Bank of
India Electric Veng Branch, Branch Code-16361, IFSC Code- SBIN0016361.

5. Last date of receipt of application - 07 Jul 2018 (By Post/by Mail)
For further queries contact - 07630010072/ 07896950655

6. Reservation for SC/ST candidates are applicable as per rules of Sainik Schools Society. No TA/DA
will be admissible for attending the Written Exam/interview. Only short-listed candidates will be
called for written Exam/Interview. The School Administration reserves the right to cancel the vacancy
due to administrative/policy reasons. School will not be responsible for any postal delay.

EN 10/31 PRINCIPAL

EN 10/61

Government of India

Office of the Principal Chief 
Commissioner of Income-Tax
Aayakar Bhavan, 121, Mahatma Gandhi Road 

Chennai - 600034,  Email : itestateschn.tn@nic.in        
Phone No.: 044 - 28338318

SPORTS QUOTA RECRUITMENT - 2018-19 
CORRIGENDUM

In the advertisement published by this office, the conditions for AGE
LIMIT mentioned in para1 under the head 'Eligibility Conditions'
may be read as under:
"Minimum 18 years and maximum 25 years as on 01.04.2018
Accordingly, persons must have been born not earlier than
01.04.1993 and not later than 31.03.2000 can apply. The upper age

limit is relaxed upto a maximum of 5 years for OBC candidates, 10
years in case of SC/ST candidates, and 5 years in the case of
sportspersons with exceptional achievements as per DoP & T O.M.
No.15012/3/84-Estt(D) dated 12.11.1987."
2. The   last  date  for online submission  of application  is  extended
to 18-06-2018 by 23.59 Hrs.

ADDL. COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX
EN 10/92 (HQRS) (ADMN-CUM-VIG), CHENNAI
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EN 10/5

EN 10/28

1. Refer to advertisement published in  Employment News dated 05-11 May 2018 at SI no. 6
and 26 vide davp 10801/11/0005/1819. Towards this, amend to read the following :-
Read (SI no. 6) For (SI no. 6)
01 MTS post reserved for (UR) 02 MTS post reserved for (UR) 
At Air Police Headquarter C/O at Air Police Headquarter C/o
AF Stn Ambala (Haryana)  AF Stn Ambala (Haryana)
Read (SI no. 26) For (SI no. 26)
01 MTS post reserved for 03 MTS post reserved for (01 UR & 
PH (OH) at 1 AFSB, Dehradun 01 OBC & 01 PH (OH) at 1 AFSB, Dehradun
2. Due to above mentioned changes, date of receipt of applications for abovementioned post
at 1 AFSB Dehradun and Air Police Headquarter C/o AF Stn Ambala (Haryana) is 30 days from
the date of publication of this corrigendum in the Employment News/ prominent dailies.
davp 10801/11/0011/1819 EN 10/40

HQ Western Air Command: Indian Air Force
Direct Recruitment for Group ‘C’ Civilian Post

Notice/Corrigendum
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EN 10/2

EN 10/7

The National Institute of 
Health and Family Welfare

Baba Gangnath Marg, Munirka
New Delhi-110067

www.nihfw.org

Admission notice for Post-Graduate Diploma in Public
Health Management (Residential Course), Approved
by Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government
of India for the session 2018-19 for Self Sponsored
Candidates, (DURATION-ONE YEAR)

Baba Gangnath Marg, Munirka

New Delhi-110067

Latest by 2nd July, 2018.

For further details visit 

www.nihfw.org
davp 17153/11/0005/1819 EN 10/21

Career Opportunities
Indian Institute of Management Tiruchirappalli invites applications from experienced, efficient & dynamic

professionals for the following key position :

Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer - One Post (UR)

For full details regarding qualification, experience, job profile, terms & conditions, and other

requirements, please visit our website; www.iimtrichy.ac.in. Application should be submitted online

http://iimtrichy.ac.in/careers on or before 28th-June-2018. The submitted application has to be printed

and sent to “The Chief Administrative Officer (i/c), IIM Tiruchirappalli, Pudukkottai Main Road, Chinna

Sooriyur Village, Tiruchirappalli- 620024” by Speed Post along with all supportive documents which

should reach us on or before 3rd-July-2018, 5.00 PM.

davp 21301/11/0002/1819 EN 10/22

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ ¬˝’¥äÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ ÁÃM§Áø⁄UÊ¬ÀÀÊË
Indian Institute of Management Tiruchirappalli
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive examinations conducted by the UPSC,
SSC, Railway Recruitment Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check with official
notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible for any printing error going inadvertently.
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EN 10/9

No.A-12023/1/2013-Estt.
Government of India 

Ministry of Minority Affairs
Ministry of Minority Affairs invites applications for the following Post :-
Name of Number of Pay Scale of Classification Method of 
the Post Post (s) the Post of the Post Recruitment
SENIOR 01 Pay Level-7 (Revised)/ General Central Ad-hoc
TRANSLATOR PB-2 (9300-34,800/-) Service Group Deputation
(URDU) plus Grade pay ‘B’

Rs. 4600/- (Pre-revised) Non-Gazetted,
plus other allowances Ministerial
admissible as per 
Central Government 
Rules in force from 
time to time.

2. Eligibility criteria, biodata proforma and other conditions may be seen on Ministry’s
website, www.minorityaffairs.gov.in.
3. The pay of the candidates selected for appointment on deputation basis will be
regulated in accordance with extant Orders of Government of India on the subject in
force from time to time.
4. It is requested that the duly filled in Bio-data (in prescribed proforma ) in triplicate
along with last five years Annual Confidential Reports (ACRs) and Certificates of
vigilance clearance, major/minor penalty imposed during the last 10 years and integrity
certificate in respect of suitable officer(s)/official(s), who can be relieved in the event of
their selection, may be sent through proper channel to the Under Secretary
(Establishment), Ministry of Minority Affairs, 11th Floor, Deendayal Antyodaya
Bhawan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003 within 60 days from the
date of publication of this advertisement. It is also clarified that officers/officials, who
volunteer for these posts, will not be allowed to withdraw their names subsequently.
Applications received after the last date or without Confidential reports and other
desired documents or otherwise found incomplete will not be considered.
5. Corrigendum/Addendum/Cancellation to this advertisement, if any, shall be
published on Ministry of Minority Affairs’ website.

(Anurag Sharma)
EN 10/14 Under Secretary to the Government of India

Government of India 
Ministry of Water Resources, River Development 

& Ganga Rejuvenation

Upper Yamuna River Board
Filling up of Group ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ Posts on deputation basis

Upper Yamuna River Board invites applications from eligible employees of Central and
State Governments for filling-up of following Group ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ posts on deputation
basis :

SI. Name of the Post Group Pay Scale (Pre- No. of 
No. revised) (Rs.) Posts
1. Superintending Engineer A 12000-375-16500 1

2. Executive Engineer A 10000-325-15200 2

3. Specialist (Ground Water) A 10000-325-15200 1

4. Assistant Executive Engineer A 8000-275-13500 4

5. Design Assistant B 6500-200-10500 4

6. Private Secretary B 6500-200-10500 1

7. Section Officer B 6500-200-10500 1

8. Draftsman C 5000-150-8000 2

Total 16
Applicant fulfilling the eligibility criteria and other conditions may submit their
application through proper channel within 60 (sixty) days of the publication of this
advertisement. Interested and eligible applicant(s) who has applied against vacancy
circular dated 21.09.2017, need not to apply again. The details of eligibility criteria,
application form and other conditions can be seen at the website of Upper Yamuna
River Board www.uyrb.nic.in and website of Ministry of Water Resources http://www.
mowr.gov.in. 

Executive Engineer 
EN 10/27 Upper Yamuna River Board
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Applications are invited for appointment to the post of Registrar in Lakshmibai
National Institute of Physical Education, Gwalior (an autonomous organization under
the Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports, Government of India) in Pay Band 4-Rs. 37400-
67000 with a Grade Pay of Rs. 10,000 (under revision) for a period of five years or
attaining superannuation age i.e. 62 years, whichever is earlier.
The minimum qualifications and experience shall be as under:-
1. Master's Degree with at least 55% of the marks or an equivalent grade in a point
scale wherever grading system is followed.
2. At least 15 years of experience as Assistant Professor in the Academic Level 11 and
above or with 8 years of service in the Academic Level 12 and above including as
Associate Professor along with experience in educational administration; OR
Comparable  experience   in  research  establishment  and/or  other  institutions   of
higher education; OR

15 years of administrative experience, of which 8 years shall be as Deputy Registrar
or an equivalent post.
The application form along with supporting certificates and testimonials duly attested by
self, should reach to the Registrar, LNIPE, Shakti Nagar, Mela Road, Gwalior on or
before 25.06.2018, super-scribing the envelope with "Application for the post of
Registrar". The application format and other details may be obtained from the
Institute's web-site www.lninpe.edu.in on the link "Job Opportunities" at home page.
The incomplete or un-signed applications, lacking information, certificates or
testimonials as required or received after the crucial date, are liable to be rejected
summarily.

(Dr. Vivek Pandey) 
EN 10/42 Registrar Incharge

Lakshmibai National Institute of Physical Education, Gwalior
(DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY)

Government of India, Ministry of Youth Affairs and SportsNo.:E-118/19 23/5/2018
ADVERTISEMENT NOTICE
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Office of the Development Commissioner 
Kandla Special Economic Zone

Ministry of Commerce & Industry 
Gandhidham-Kutch - 370 230

Phone (02836) - 253300, 252475, 252273
Fax (02836)-252250 & 252194

E-mail: kandlasez@gmail.com
Website: www.kasez.gov.in

No.KASEZ/Estt-I/APP/ADC Post/2017/1756 Dated: 16.05.2018
Applications are invited for filling up ON DEPUTATION for the posts of Assistant
Development Commissioner (Group 'B' Gazetted Post) in the pay scale of Rs.
44900-142400 level-7 (Pre-revised Scale Rs. 9300-34800+4600) in the Special
Economic Zones in the Office of the Development Commissioner, Reliance Special
Economic Zone, Jamnagar. Employees of the Central Government or State
Government or a Public Sector Undertaking of Central or State Governments
alone will be considered. The eligibility and other requirements are given in the
Annexure-I.
Appointment will be on deputation basis initially for a period of three years. The terms
and conditions of the deputation would be the same as the standard terms and
conditions prescribed by the Department of Personnel & Training (website:
www.persmin.nic.in), Government of India vide their O.M. No. 6/8/2009- Estt (Pay-II)
dated 17-06-2010, as amended from time to time.
Application should be sent through proper channel in the prescribed proforma
(Annexure-II) to this office. While forwarding the applications, concerned department
should send the upto date Confidential Reports for the last five years, Integrity
Certificate, Vigilance Clearance of the applicant and the details of minor or major
penalties imposed during the last ten years. It may also be certified by the
forwarding authority that the particulars furnished by the applicant are correct and that
no disciplinary/vigilance case is pending or contemplated against the applicant.
It is requested that vacancy may be given wide publicity and the particulars of eligible
officers who are willing to be considered for deputation and also possessing requisite
experience and whose services can be spared by the parent department may kindly
be forwarded to this office within 60 days from the date of publication of this Advt. in
the Employment News. Applications received after the closing date or unaccompanied
by the CR dossiers/vigilance clearance or not through proper channel will not be
entertained.

(Satyadeep Mahapatra) 
Jt. Development Commissioner 
Kandla Special Economic Zone

Tel: 02836-253300 Fax: 02836-252250
ANNEXURE-I

ELIGIBILITY FOR DEPUTATION (ADC):
(a) (i)Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or Department; or
(ii) With six year's regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto

on regular basis in the scale of pay of Rs. 9300-34800/- G.P. Rs. 4200/- or
equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and

(b) Possessing 2 years' experience in foreign trade or industrial development work.
ANNEXURE-II

BIO-DATA
1. Name and office address 

(in Block Letters)
2. Date of Birth
3. Date of retirement under Central/ 

State Government Rules 
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Present Basic Pay
6. Post held on regular basis with Scale

of Pay (pre-revised) and date of 
appointment thereto on regular basis

7. Permanent post held with Scale of Pay 
(pre-revised) and date of confirmation

8. Details of Employment in chronological
order (enclosed a separate sheet, duly 
authenticated by your signature, if the 
space below is not sufficient):

Sl. Name of the Post held From To Scale of Pay Nature 
No. Office/ Org- and Basic Pay of Duties

anisation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. Nature of present employment i.e. whether, 
adhoc or temporary or Permanent 

10. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation basis, please state;

(a) Date of appointment to the present post
(b) Period of appointment on deputation 
(c) Name of the parent office/organisation to 

which you belong 
11. Additional details about present employment.

Please state whether working under:
(a) Central Government
(b) State Government 
(c) Autonomous Organisation 
(d) Government Undertaking 
(e) University

12. Additional information, if any, which you would 
like to mention in support of your suitability for the
post (Enclose a separate sheet if the space is 
not sufficient)

13. Whether belongs to SC/ST
Place: Signature of the Candidate
Date: Address (R):

Phone (O) :
(M) :

(Countersigned) 
(Employer) EN 10/24

No.A-12011/5/2016-Ad.I A
Govt. of India

Ministry of Finance

Department of Economic Affairs
North Block, Central Secretariat, New Delhi

Subject:- Filling up of four vacancies of Auditor in Level-5 in the pay matrix (pre-
revised PB-1 of Rs. 5200-20200 plus GP Rs. 2800) in Ministry of Finance,
Department of Economic Affairs on Deputation/absorption basis.
Applications in the prescribed proforma, as per the Annexure-II are invited from eligible
persons for filling up the four vacancies of Auditor in the Department of Economic
Affairs, Ministry of Finance on deputation/absorption basis. The particulars regarding
the post are given in Annexure-I.
2. It is requested that the applications of such eligible candidates, as are desirous of
being considered for the post and who can be relieved immediately on selection, may
be forwarded along with attested photocopies of last 5 years ACR dossier, Vigilance
Clearance and Integrity Certificates to the undersigned within a period of 60 days from
the date of issue of this Advt. Applicants will not be allowed to withdraw their
candidature at a later date. Applications received without the up to date CR Dossiers,
Vigilance Clearance and Integrity certificate will not be entertained.

(Sanjeev Gupta)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

Ph. No. 23095060
ANNEXURE -I

1. Name of the post : Auditor
2. Number of vacancy : Four
3. Classification : General Central Service,

Group-C, Non-Gazetted Ministerial
4. Ministry/Department : Ministry of Finance, 

Department of Economic Affairs
5. Scale of pay : Level-5 in the pay matrix (Pre-revised scale

of Rs. 5200-20200 + 2800 Grade Pay
(Pay Band-1)

6. Method of Recruitment : Deputation/Absorption
7. Eligibility conditions :
DEPUTATION/ABSORPTION
A. i) Officers of the Central Government holding analogous posts on regular basis in

the organized accounts cadre; or
ii) Upper Division Clerks from Central Government Offices holding post on regular

basis in Level-5 (pre-revised PB-1 of Rs. 5200-20200 with Grade Pay Rs. 2400)
or equivalent with 5 years' service in the Grade; or

iii) Lower Division Clerks of the Central Secretariat Clerical Service or other Central
Government Offices in the Level-2 (pre-revised Pay Band-1 of Rs. 5200-20200 plus
Grade Pay of Rs. 1900) having thirteen years regular service in the post; and

B. i) possessing working knowledge of computers;
ii) having practical experience of two years in Budgeting and Accounting
(Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization/
Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed 3 years. The
maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years as
on the closing date of the receipt of application.)

ANNEXURE-II
PROFORMA

1. Post applied for
2. Name and address in Block Letters
3. Date of Birth
4. Date of Retirement under Central Govt. Rules
5. Educational Qualifications
6. Whether educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied?

(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the
rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualification/Experience Qualification/ Experience 
Required Possessed

7. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet
the requirement of the post?

8. Details of employment, in chronological order (enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient)
Ministry/ Post Held From To Scale of Pay Nature of 
Department and Basic Pay Duties

9. Nature of present employment i.e. ad-hoc or Temporary or quasi-permanent or
permanent

10. In case the present employment is held on Deputation basis/contract basis,
please state;

(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
(c) Name of the parent Office/Organization to which belong.
11. Additional details about present employment 

Please state whether working under
(a) Central Government
(b) State Government

Continued on page 11
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File No.SVPNPA-ESSTOA-22(E281)/1/2018-O/o AO(Estt)

‚⁄UŒÊ⁄U flÀ‹÷÷Êß¸U ¬≈U‹ ⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ¬ÈÁ‹‚ •∑§ÊŒ◊Ë

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel 
National Police Academy

(÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U — ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ) (Government of India : Ministry of Home Affairs)
„ÒUŒ⁄UÊ’ÊŒ- 500052 : Hyderabad - 500052

No. 15011/12/2014/Estt/A2 Dated : 11th May, 2018
Sub :   Nominations for filling up One Post of Hindi Instructor in the Scale of Pay
Level- 7 in the Pay Matrix (Rs. 44900-142400/-) in the SVP National Police
Academy, Hyderabad on deputation - Reg.
Nominations are invited for one post of Hindi Instructor, General Central Service Group-
'B' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial, in this Academy on deputation.
2. The eligibility criteria (educational qualifications, experience, etc.) and details of the
post are furnished fn the given Annexure - I. The candidates who apply for the post will
not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently.
3. It is requested that the above post may kindly be circulated among all Departments/
Institutions/Offices under your charge and also hosted on their websites.The
nominations of eligible officers alongwith, (a) their bio-data in the prescribed proforma
(Annexure-II ) duly attested, (b) Attested copies of Annual Confidential Reports for the
last five years ( from 2012-13 to 2016-17), (c) details of major and minor penalty for the
last 10 years and (d) Certificate(s) of Integrity, Vigilance and Cadre Clearance, may
please be forwarded to this Academy through proper channel at the earliest and in
any case not later than six weeks (42 days) from the date of publication of this Advt.
in Employment News. The details including Prescribed Proforma and eligibility
conditions etc are also available on SVP NPA website : www.svpnpa.gov.in.
4. Application received after the last date or application incomplete in any respect or
those not accompanied by the documents/information mentioned in para 3 above will
NOT be considered. The Cadre Authorities may ascertain that the particulars of the
nominated officers are correct as per the service records and meeting the eligibility
criteria. While forwarding the nominations, the present post, pay scale of the post held
by the officer and basic pay, of the nominated officers may please be indicated without
fail.
5. This is issued with the approval of the Director.

( Dr. K. Madhukar Shetty)
Deputy Director (Estt)

Annexure-I
Details of the post of ‘Hindi Instructor’ in the SVP National Police Academy,

Hyderabad- 500052 (for deputation)
S.
No.
1. Name of the Post Hindi Instructor
2. Classification of the Post General Central Service 

Group 'B' Gazetted Non-Ministerial
3. Scale of Pay Level in the Pay Matrix : Level-7 :   Rs. 44900 - 

142400/- (Revised) 
[Pre-revised: Pay Band-2 : Rs. 9300 - 34800 and
Grade Pay : Rs.4600/-]

4. DA,  HRA &  Other As admissible under the Central Government Orders
allowances from time to time.

5. Training Allowance 24% on revised pay as Training Allowance reduced by
Special Pay/Deputation Allowance as per Govt. orders
issued from time to time.

6. Method of Recruitment By Deputation.
7. Eligibility Criteria: Officers from Central or State Government

(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis or
(ii) with 05 years regular service in Level- 6 in the Pay
Matrix Level: Rs.35400-112400/- [Pre-revised: Pay
Band- 2 : Rs. 9300-34800/- and Grade Pay Rs. 4200/]
and 
(b) possessing the following  educational qualifications
and experience: 
(i) Master's Degree in Hindi from a Govt. recognised
University with English as a subject at the degree
level.
(ii) Five years experience in teaching Hindi at senior
secondary   level   School/College/Department/ 
Institution of Central or State Government.
(iii) Knowledge in Hindi translation work.

8. Nature of duties (i) To teach Hindi Language to the IPS Probationers.
(ii) Implementation of Official Language Act. 
(iii) To do complicated translation work. 
(iv) To attend  cases  of reports and  returns  regarding
Hindi; progressive use of Hindi, Hindi Teaching
Scheme etc. 
(v) To assist the staffs in doing their day to day work in
Hindi. 
(vi) To attend meetings, conference in connection with
Hindi. 
(vii ) Any other work assigned by the Senior Officers
from time to time.

Annexure - II
CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA [For the post of Hindi Instructor]

1. Name of the Candidate (in Block Letters) :
2. Date of Birth  (in Christian era) :
3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules :
4. Educational Qualifications :
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications  required for the post are satisfied. (If 

any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the Rules,
state the authority for the same).

Qualifications/ Qualifications/
Experience Experience
Required possessed by

the officer
Essential (1)

(2)
(3)

Desired (1)
(2)

6. Please state clearly whether in the light  of entries made by you above, you meet 
the requirement of the post.

7. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held From To Scale of Pay Nature of 
Institution on regular basis and Basic Pay duties

(in detail)

8. Nature of present employment i.e.: Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or 
Permanent.

9. In case the present employment  is held on deputation/contract basis, please state
a)   The date of initial appointment.
b)   Period of appointment on deputation/contract.
c)   Name of the parent office/Organization to which you belong.

10. Additional details about present employment
Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against
the relevant column)
a) Central Govt.
b) State Govt.  
c) University
d) Others

11. Please state whether you are working  in the same Department and are in the
feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

12. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes; give the date from which the revision took 
place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

13. Total emoluments per month now drawn. [Basic Pay+ GP & Total emoluments] with
latest salary slip in case other than central govt. pay scales:

14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your
suitability for the post. (This among other things may provide information with
regard to (i) additional academic qualifications (ii) professional training and 
(iii) work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy Circular/ 
Advertisement) 
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).

15. Please state whether you are applying for deputation :
16. Whether belongs to SC/ST :
17. Remarks :                              

(The candidates may indicate information with regard to (i) Research publications
and reports and special projects (ii) Awards/Scholarship/Official Appreciation 
(iii) Affiliation with the professional Bodies/Institutions/societies and (iv) any other
Information.
(NOTE:- Enclose a separate sheet if the space is insufficient)

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents
submitted by me will also be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of
selection for the post. The information/details provided by me are correct and true to
the best of my knowledge and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has
been suppressed/withheld.

Signature of the Candidate
Station : _________________ Address ______________
Date : ___________________ ______________________

Contact Mobile No.______________
E-mail ID: _____________________

Certification by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority
The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the vacancy Circular. If selected, he/she will
be relieved immediately.
2 Also certified that;
i) There is  no vigilance  or disciplinary case pending/contemplated  against
Shri/Smt/.............................
ii) His/Her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5
years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of India or
above are enclosed.
iv) No major/ minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed.
(as the case may be)

Countersigned
_________________________

(Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with seal) 
EN 10/25

(c) Autonomous Organisation
(d) Universities
(e) Others
12. Are you in the revised scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision

took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
13. Total emoluments drawn per month.
14. Whether belongs to SC/ST
15. Additional information, if any
16. Remarks, if any

Signature of the Candidate 
Address.................................

Service particulars given by the applicant are verified with reference to service records
and found to be correct.
EN 10/26 Signature with seal of the Competent Authority

Continued from page 10
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No. 12023/02/2018-E.II
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare

Department of Agriulture, 
Cooperation and Farmers Welfare

Krishi Bhawan
New Delhi

Filling up two posts of Assistant Director (Crops) (General
Central Service, Group- ‘B’ Gazetted, Non- ministerial) in the
Department of Agriculture, Co-operation and Farmer’s Welfare in
Level-8 (Rs. 47600-151100/-) of the Pay Matrix (pre-revised PB-
2 Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade Pay Rs. 4800/-) on deputation
(including short-term contract) basis.
It is proposed to fill up two posts of Assistant Director (Crops)
(General Central Service, Group- ‘B’ Gazetted, Non-ministerial)
in the Department of Agriculture, Co-operation and Farmer’s
Welfare in Level-8 (Rs. 47600-151100/-) of the Pay Matrix (pre-
revised PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade Pay Rs. 4800/-) on
deputation (including short-term contract) basis.
2. Eligibility Conditions: Deputation (including short-term

contract):-
Officers of the Central Government or State Governments
or Union Territory Administration or Agricultural Universities
or  recognized research institution or public sector
undertakings or semi-government or autonomous or
statutory organizations:-

(A) (i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent
cadre or department; or

(ii) With two years regular service in posts in Level-7 (Rs.
44900-142400/-) in the Pay Matrix or equivalent; or

(iii) With six years regular service in posts in Level-6 (Rs.
35400-112400/-) in the Pay Matrix and

(B) Possessing the following educational qualification and
experience:

Essential:
Bachelor’s Degree in Science (Agriculture) from a
recognized University with three years experience in the
area of production and productivity in food or cash crops
e.g., rice or wheat or pulse or millet or sugarcane or cotton
or jute or oilseeds in a Central Government or State
Government office or public sector undertakings or
Autonomous Body or any recognized Institution; or
Master’s Degree in Agricultural Economics or Agricultural
Extension or Agronomy or Entomology or Nematology or
Genetics and Plant Breeding or Agriculture Botany or Plant
Bio-technology or Plant Pathology or Plant Physiology or
Seed Science and Technology or Soil Science and
Agricultural Chemistry with one year experience in the area
of production and productivity in food/cash crops e.g., rice
or wheat or pulse or millet or sugarcane or cotton or jute or
oilseeds in a Central Government or State Government
office or public sector undertakings or Autonomous Body or
any recognized institution; Or
Bachelor’s Degree in Agricultural Engineering from a
recognized University or Institute with two years experience
in the area of production and productivity in food or cash
crops, e.g., rice or wheat or pulse or millet or sugercane or
cotton or jute or oilseeds in a Central Government or State
Government office or public sector undertakings or
Autonomous Body or any recognized Institution.

Desirable:-
Doctorate in the discipline mentioned under essential
criteria.

Note:- The Departmental officers in the feeder category, who are
in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for
consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly,
deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for
appointment by promotion.

3. List of duties/responsibilities attached to the post of
Assistant Director (Crops) are as under:-

i) Planning, formulation, implementation and monitoring of
Crop Diversification Programme.

ii) Planning and implementing various central plan schemes
on increasing production of rice, wheat, coarse cereals,
cotton & jute crops, research and development in States,
Universities and at ICAR.

iii) Efficient water management in horticultural and field crops.
Frontline demonstration on improved practices & scientific
techniques.

iv) Recommendations on practical solution to technical
problems of cultivators for increasing production and
productivity of food crops at all India level.

v) Overall supervision & implementation of plan schemes in
different states relating to agricultural & horticultural
production with significant thrust on transfer of technology,
demonstration on improved practices & scientific
techniques, training/workshop, field, visits, monitoring and

Continued on page 13 EN 10/41
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evaluation, Creating mass awareness by providing
technical and financial support to public and private
sector/organization for organizing seminars/workshops/
conferences/meets/ krishimelas etc. and other capacity
building programmes.

vi) Scrutiny and reviewing the progress reports received from
the implementing Agencies, Examining the fresh proposals,
Compilation and Analysis of data related to Plan R & D
schemes on Agriculture during the five year plans and for
different years.

4. Regulation of pay and other terms of deputation:
The pay of the selected candidate will be regulated under
the provisions contained in the DoP & T O.M. No. 6/8/2009-
Estt. (Pay-II) dated 17/06/2010 as amended time to time.

5. Age-limit:-
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation
(including short-term contract) shall be not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.

6. Period of deputation:-
Period of deputation (including short-term contract)
including period of deputation (including short-term
contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization or department of the central government shall
ordinarily not exceed three years.

7. Application (in trplicate) only in the prescribed proforma
(Annexure-I) of the eligible candidates whose services can
be spared immediately on selection, together with the
certificate from the Fowrarding Authority (in proforma
Annexure-II) along with the following documents.
(i) Cadre clearance; (ii) Integrity certificate (iii) List of
major/minor penalties imposed if any on the official during
the last 10 years; (if no penalty has been imposed a ‘Nil’
certificate should be enclosed) (iv) Vigilance clearance
certificate (v) Attested photocopies of the ACRs for the last
five years (2012-13 to 2016-17) (attested on each page by
an officer not below the rank of an Under Secretary to the
Govt. of India).

Complete advertisement, Bio-data format (Annexure-I) and
certificate format for CC, IC, VC & MMP (Annexure-II), etc. can
be downloaded from the Department of Agriculture, Cooperation
and Farmers Welfare’s website www.agricoop.nic.in (Link-
Recruitment-Vacancies).
The application alongwith required documents, may be
forwarded to Sh. Sunil Kumar Swarnkar, Under Secretary
(Pers.-II), Room No. 37, Ground Floor, F-Wing, Krishi
Bhawan, New Delhi- 110001 within 60 days of the publication
of the circular in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar.
Applications not forwarded through proper channel or those
received without the requisite certificates and necessary
dcouments will not be entertained.
8. The candidates who apply for the post will not be allowed to
withdraw their candidature subsequently.

(Sunil Kumar Swarnkar)
Under Secretary (Pers.II)

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare
Tel No. 011-23383053

davp 01101/11/0009/1819 EN 10/39

Central Forensic Science Laboratory 

Directorate of Forensic Science Services
Ministry of Home Affairs,  Govt. of India 

38/4, Krishna Complex, Kharadi Bypass, Kharadi
PUNE - 411014 (MAHARASHTRA) (Phone Nos.: 020-20261696, 20261698

E-mail: cfslpune-dfss@gov.in)
No. 1 (36)/CFSL-P/UDC/2017 Dated:  16/05/2018

CIRCULAR 
Sub: Filling up the Posts of UDC on deputation basis in CFSL, Pune under the DFSS cadre-reg.
Services of suitable candidates are required for following posts on deputation basis in the Central Forensic
Science Laboratory, Directorate of Forensic Science Services, Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India,
Pune.

S. No. Name of the No. of Pay Scale Post filled on Eligibility Place of
Posts Posts Condition Posting

01. Upper 03 PB-1, Rs. 5200-20200/- on deputation Annexure-I CFSL, Pune
Division with Grade Pay of
Clerk (UDC) Rs. 2400/- (Pre-revised

Scale) (Level- 4 in Pay
Matrix as per CCS
(Revised Pay) Rules,
2016)

2. The details of post, eligibility conditions, experience and job requirements etc. in respect of the post are
shown in Annexure- I. The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation shall not exceeding 56 years
as on the closing date for receipt of applications.
3. The pay of officials, selected for appointment on deputation and various other conditions will be
governed in accordance with the orders/instructions issued in this regard from time to time by the
Government of India. The period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding to this appointment in the same or some another organization/department of the
central/state government shall ordinarily not exceeding three years.
4. The applications in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-II given), in respect of suitable, eligible and
willing officers, who can be relieved immediately, if selected, may please be sent to the Director, Central
Forensic Science Laboratory, Directorate of Forensic Science Service, Ministry of Home Affairs,
Govt. of India, 38/4, Krishna Complex, Kharadi Bypass, Kharadi, Pune- 411014 alongwith up-to-date
ACRs/APARs of last five years and photocopies of certificates duly attested by an officer not below the
rank of Under Secretary of Govt. of India within a period of 02 months from the date of publication of
this advertisement in the Employment News.
5. The candidates who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently.
Applications received after the last date or without the required documents will not be entertained.

(Dr. Sukhminder Kaur)
Director & Scientist 'E'

ANNEXURE-I
1. Name of the Post : Upper Division Clerk
2. Scale of Pay : PB-1, Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 2400/- (Pre-revised scale) 

{Level-4 in Pay Matrix as per CCS (Revised Pay) Rules, 2016}
3. Ministry/Department : Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Pune under DFSS cadre.
4. Eligibility : Officers holding equivalent or analogous posts or with five years of service in 

the grade of LDC or equivalent grades in the Central or State Government/
Department.

ANNEXURE- II
Application for appointment to the post _______________________________
1. Name & Address (in Block Letters) :
2. Date of Birth :
3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government :
4. Educational Qualification :
5. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the requirement for

the post:
6. Details of employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly authenticated by your

signature, if the space below is insufficient.
S. No. Office/Org./Dept Name of the From To Scale of Pay & Nature of

Post Basic Pay Duties
(in details)

7. Nature of present employment i.e. ad-hoc or temporary or permanent or on deputation
8.     In case present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state

a)   Date of initial appointment:
b)   Period of appointment on deputation/contract:
c)   Name of the parent office/organization to which you belong:

9. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under :-
a)  Central Government
b)  State Government

10. Are you in revised scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and also
indicate the pre-revised scale:

11. Total emoluments per month now drawn:
12. Additional  information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for the

post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient:
13. Whether belong to SC/ST:
14. Remarks:
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the Curriculum
Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be assessed by Selection Committee at the
time of selection for the post.
Date: (Signature of applicant)
Address: Address __________________ 

Telephone No.______________
Mobile No._________________

Certificate to be given by Head of Office of the applicant
1. It is certified that the particulars furnished by the officer are correct.
2. It is certified that no disciplinary/vigilance case is pending or contemplated against the applicant and he
is clear from vigilance angle.
3. His/her integrity is certified.
4. It is certified that no major or minor penalties have been imposed on the officer during the last 10 years.

(Head of Office) 
Name:____________________
Telephone No._____________
FAX No.__________________

EN 10/16 Office seal
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ªÈ¡⁄UÊÃ ∑§ãŒ˝Ëÿ Áfl‡flÁfllÊ‹ÿ
Central University of Gujarat

(Established by an Act of Parliament of India,
No. 25  of 2009)

Sector-29, Gandhinagar 382030, Gujarat, India
ADVERTISEMENT No. 06/2018-19, 26/05/2018

ADMISSION ANNOUNCEMENT 2018-19
The University invites online applications from eligible

candidates for admissions to various Diploma/

U.G./P.G. & M.Phil./ Ph.D. programmes for the year

2018-19. The online application form will be available

from 09.06.2018 to 27.06.2018. An Online Entrance

Test will be conducted at various centres across India

on 15th July, 2018. All relevant details/information will

be available on the University website www.cug. ac.in

from 09th June, 2018 onwards.

Registrar

EN 10/35 EN 10/54
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Central Forensic Science
Laboratory

Directorate of Forensic Science Services
Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt of India

Gomantika Parisar, Jawahar Chowk, North T.T.
Nagar, Bhopal-462003, MP

PHONE: 0755-2779657/0755-2779658 (FAX)
No. 1 (25)CFSL-B/UDC/Deputation /2017/- 506 

Date : 24/5/18
CIRCULAR

The Central Forensic Science Laboratory, DFSS, MHA,

Bhopal invites applications in the prescribed proforma for

filling up 03 (three) posts of UDC in the Pay Band PB-1

Rs.5200 - 20200/-with Grade Pay Rs.2,400/-, Level in pay

matrix - 4 as per CCS (revise pay rule 2016) on

deputation basis.

2. The complete information in respect of the above posts

is available at this Directorate's website www.dfs.nic.in

and cfslbhopal.gov.in. The applications, complete in all

respect, are required to reach this Laboratory within TWO

MONTHS from the date of issue of this circular in the

Employment News.

F. No.- 9/3/2018-20-IA
Government of India

Archaeological Survey of India

Institute of Archaeology
Red Fort, Delhi- 06
Admission Notice

Applications are invited for admission two years Post-Graduate Diploma in
Archaeology course Session 2018-20 in Institute of Archaeology.

Qualification Master's Degree in Ancient or Medieval Indian History/Archaeology/
Anthropology/Indian Classical languages such as Sanskrit, Pali,
Prakrit, Arabic or Persian or in Geology with knowledge of Pleistocene
age from a recognized University or equivalent with a Minimum 
aggregate of 55% marks (50% in respect of candidates belonging to
reserve categories as per Govt. Rules)

Age The upper age limit as on 31.08.2018 should not exceed 25 years, 
which is relaxable to the candidates belonging to reserve categories 
and departmental (Central/State Govt./University) officials as per
Govt. rules.

Reservation Reservation to SC/ST/OBC/PH as per Govt. Rules.

Total Seat Total 15 Seats (including Departmental Sponsored candidates)

Departmental/ The Departmental/Sponsorships Quota is as under: Archaeological
Sponsorships Survey of India/State Govt./University-7, in the event of non-availa-
Quota bility of eligible reserve category or departmental/sponsored quota

candidate having required percentage of marks, the same shall be
further relaxable at the absolute discretion to the competent authority.

Selection The selection procedure will comprise of written test and personal
Procedure Interview of short-listed candidates.

Written Test Without submission of final year mark sheet candidate is not eligible 
& Personal to sit for the written test. Written entrance examination is scheduled
Interview to be held on 4th September 2018 and personal interview of short-

listed candidates will be held on 13th and 14th September 2018. The
medium for entrance examination will be both Hindi and English.

Stipend During the entire period of two years course the students (excluding  
in service officials) would be entitled to a stipend for Rs.- 8000/- per 
month, in addition to second- class railway or ordinary bus fare as
travelling allowances for attending outstation training camps.

Application Application form alongwith prospectus can be obtained from the office
Form of the Director, Institute of Archaeology, Archaeological Survey of

India, Red Fort, Delhi-110006 at any working day on payment by
Demand draft of Rs. 250/- (Rupees Two Hundred and Fifty only) drawn
in favor of Director, Institute of Archaeology payable at New Delhi 
alongwith a self addressed and 50/- rupees stamped envelope (size 32 
cms x A-4 size). The candidate should write his/her name, Mobile No., 
E-mail ID & address (in capital letter) on the back of the Demand Draft.
The dates of accepting request for Application form by post are 1st 
to 31st July, 2018. The application form both in Hindi and English 
can also be downloaded from ASI website i.e. www.asi.nic.in and 
submitted alongwith demand draft of Rs. 250/- (Rupees Two Hundred 
Fifty Only) with self attested necessary documents.

Last date of Interested candidate fulfilling the eligibility criteria should submit their
Submission duly filled application latest by 06th August, 2018.

EN 10/17
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EN 10/13

EN 10/55

Delhi Transport Infrastructure
Development Corporation Limited

(An Enterprise of GNCT of Delhi)

Notice for Calling application for filling up 01 post of Company
Secretary (Full time) on contract basis. 
DTIDC, an enterprise of Govt. of NCT of Delhi, having its office at

2nd Floor, Maharana Pratap ISBT, Kashmere Gate, Delhi invites

applications from the eligible and interested candidates for 01 post
of Company Secretary (Full time) (on Monthly Remuneration of

Rs.78,800/- + DA as applicable) on contract basis for an initial

period of two year.

The last date of receipt of application is 22.06.2018. The further

details regarding eligibility, Qualification & Experience, Duties &

Responsibilities etc. can be seen on the website of DTIDC i.e.

dtidc.delhi.gov.in.
Executive Director 

Delhi Transport Infrastructure Development
Corporation Limited

EN 10/10

File No. 14-01/2017-Arch. 
Government of India

Ministry of Communications
Department of Telecommunications

618-A, Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhawan  
JLN  Marg, New Delhi -110002

Recruitment Notice
Applications in the prescribed proforma are invited for filling up of
02 vacant post of Senior Architect in Architecture Wing of P&T
Building Works Group ‘A’ Service on deputation basis in the Level
13 of 7th CPC Pay Matrix (pre-revised Pay Band 4 -Rs.37,400-
67,000/-  Grade Pay of Rs. 8700/-), from eligible officers of Central
Government or State Government. The posts are located in
Department of Posts at Delhi, Bangalore & Kolkata and bear All
India Service Liability. The details regarding educational
qualifications, eligibility criteria, proforma etc. for application may
be downloaded from the http://www.dot.gov.in/circulars/building-
worksbw. The last date of receipt of application is 60 days from the
date of publication of this notice in the Employment News/Rojgar
Samachar.

(Madhavi Singh)
(Director (Architecture)

Ministry of Communications &. IT
Tele: 23222728

davp 06201/11/0005/1819

EN 10/58

No. 12026/3/2018-E-II 
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture
and Farmers Welfare 

Department of
Agriculture,
Cooperation
and Farmers

Welfare
Krishi Bhawan

New Delhi

Dated: 28/5/2018

CORRIGENDUM
Reference vacancy circular

No. 12026/3/2018-E-lI for

filling up one post of

Assistant Commissioner
(Integrated Nutrients Man-

agement) by composite

method published in the

Employment News dated

12-18 May 2018.

The name of post mentioned

in Para 3 of the said vacancy

circular may be read as

'Assistant Commissioner

(Integrated Nutrients

Management)' instead of

'Deputy Commissioner

(Integrated Nutrients

Management)'.
EN 10/49

Maharshi Dayanand
Saraswati University, Ajmer

Recruitment RA/ Project Fellow at 

Deptt. of Microbiology

Applications are invited for purely temporary positions of

RA (01) & Project Fellow (01) for Parenteral Drug

Association sponsored project ‘‘Moist bioactive cellulose

biocomposites for advanced' wound care”. For details see

www.mdsuajmer.ac.in and apply by 25.6.2018 in the

prescribed format by email to

monica.bhatnagar@mdsuajmer.ac.in

EN 10/76 Registrar
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No. 12026/2/2018-E-ll 
Government of India 

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Department of Agriculture,
Cooperation & Farmers Welfare

Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi
Dated :   28/5/2018 

Corrigendum
Due to some typographical errors, the vacancy circular No. 12026/2/2018-E-ll for filling up One Post of
Additional Commissioner (Integrated Nutrients Management) on composite method published in the
Employment News dated 12-18 May, 2018 is amended in the following manner :

Para of the Existing Content Amended to read as 
advertisement

Para 2(B) 1(II) Ten years experience in the field of Ten years experience in the field of promo-
promotion of organic manures or tion of organic manures or bio-fertilizers
bio-fertilizers or fertilizers or quality or quality control of fertilizers, or
control of fertilizers, or

3 List of duties and responsibilities List of duties and responsibilities attached
attached to the post of Deputy to the post of Additional Commissioner 
Commissioner (Integrated Nutrients (Integrated Nutrients Management) 
Management)

Annexure-l Proforma for application for the post Proforma for application for the post
of Assistant Commissioner (Integrated of Additional Commissioner (Integrated
Nutrients Management) by Composite Nutrients Management) by Composite 
method    [Deputation    (including short method [Deputation (including short term         
term contract) plus Promotion] in contract) plus Promotion] in the Department
the Department of Agriculture, Coop- of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers
eration & Farmers Welfare, Ministry of Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers 
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Welfare, Government of India. 
Government of India.

Point No. 5 of Essential 1 (II) Ten years' experience in the field of 
the table in 1 (II) Three years' experience in the promotion of organic manures or bio-
Annexure-l field of promotion of organic manures fertilizers or quality control of fertilizers, or
Qualification or bio-fertilizers or fertilizers or quality 2. Ph.D. from a recognized University or 
and experi- control of fertilizers, or institute in any of the specialization
ence required 2. Ph.D. from a recognized university indicated at 1 (I) above, and

or institute in any of the specialization (III) Seven years experience in the field of      
indicated at 1(I) above. promotion of organic manures or bio-fertilizers.

Experience Regular Service

EN 10/50

Advertisement No. 02/2017/R-II

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ‡ÊÒÁˇÊ∑§ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ •ÊÒ⁄U ¬˝Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ ¬Á⁄U·Œ
National Council of Educational

Research and Training
Vacancy Notice

Due to some administrative reasons, Scheme and Syllabus for the

post of Junior Accountant (50% Direct Quota) advertised in the

Employment News dated 20-26 January, 2018 has been modified.

Revised Scheme & Syllabus alongwith detailed advertisement is

available on the website of the NCERT www.ncert.nic.in>

announcement>vacancies>Non-Academic.

Last date for the receipt of application is also extended upto 15 days

from the date of issue of this Notice in the Employment News.

Note: Those who had already applied, need not to be apply again.

EN 10/69
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F. No. 2(17)/2013/Rect/AFT(PB)/Adm-1
Applications are invited for filling up the post of Principal Registrar in the Armed Forces
Tribunal, Principal Bench, New Delhi from the candidates who fulfill the following
eligibility conditions on deputation basis initially for a period of three years and
extendable as per DoP&T orders :-
Ser Name of No. of Pay Scale Eligibility
No. Post Post
1. Principal 01 LEVEL- 14 1. Deputation (Including Short Term Contract):

Registrar (Rs 144200- Officers in Central Government or State 
218200) Government or Supreme Court or High Court 

or District Courts or Statutory/Autonomous 
bodies having pensionary benefits:
(a) (i) Holding analogous post on regular basis 
in the parent cadre or Department; or
(ii) Posts in the level 13 of the pay matrix with 
three years regular service in the grade in the 
parent cadre or Department;
(b) Having fifteen years of experience in 
personnel and administrative or Judicial work; and
(c) Holding a degree in law from a recognized 
university.
Note 1:- The departmental  officers  in the 
feeder grade who are in direct line of promotion, 
shall not be eligible for consideration for 
appointment on deputation. Similarly, a 
deputationist in the Armed Forces Tribunal shall 
not be eligible for consideration for appointment 
by promotion channel.
Note 2:- The period of deputation including 
period of deputation (Including Short Term 
Contract) in another ex-cadre post held 
immediately preceding this appointment in the 
same or some other Organisations or Depart-
ment of the Central Government shall not 
ordinarily exceed four years. The maximum age 
limit for appointment by deputation shall not 
exceed 56 years as on the closing date of 
receipt of application.

2. The Pay & Allowances and other terms and conditions of the officer/official selected
on deputation will be governed in accordance with DOP&T O.M No. 6/8/2009-Estt.
(Pay-II) dated 17.06.2010 and O.M even number dated 22 Apr. 2016.

3. Please   note   that   applications   for   deputation   to   be   routed   through   their
parent departments. However, advance copy may be sent to this office directly.

4. The application(s) in the prescribed Proforma (Annexure-I) from eligible officers
who can be spared on deputation in the event of their selection may be forwarded
by the parent Departments to the Principal Registrar, Armed Forces Tribunal,
Principal Bench, West Block-VIII, Sector-1, RK Puram, New Delhi - 110066 along
with photo copies of the Annual Confidential Reports for the last five years and
vigilance clearance certificate.

5. Last date of receipt of application is 16th July, 2018 (Monday). Application
received after due date will not be considered.

6. It may please be understood that this Office is not yet enlisted in the Directorate
of Estate for allotment of GPRA (General Pool Residential Accommodation), as
such before filing application this aspect may please be kept in mind.

(G.P. Mogha) 
Principal Registrar

Annexure- I

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. i) Date of entry into service 
ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience
tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience
Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications 
as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at  
the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects 
and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  
made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  
Qualifications and work experience of the post.
6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views
confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by 
the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 

authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience
basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay Band & Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the
officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay band and Grade Pay/
Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP
with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by
the Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent
9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state-
a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications
of such officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department
alongwith Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity 
Certificate.
9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in
all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the
cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/
organisation.
10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 
date of return from the last deputation and other details.
11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.
13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central
Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 
the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied 
for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

Armed Forces Tribunal, Principal Bench
West Block-VIII, R.K. Puram

New Delhi - 110066

Continued on page 19
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16. B Achievements:
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 
vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/
Absorption/Re-employment Basis#.  
(Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible   
for “Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations
are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).
# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 
available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned 
recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)
18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The
information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.
Date __________ 

(Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational qualifications
and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved immediately.

Continued from page 18

EN 10/4

EN 10/65

Notice
Due to the administrative reason of discontinuing of

interview at Junior level posts in the Government of

India, vacancy notice issued in the Employment News

dated 25-31 December, 2010 for the one (1) post of

Receptionist in the NCERT hereby stands cancelled.

Fresh advertisement for the said post shall be issued

shortly.

EN 10/70

VACANCY NOTICE FOR ONE POST OF ASSISTANT
ACCOUNTS OFFICER IN RESIDENT
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE, NEW DELHI, A & N
ADMINISTRATION TO BE FILLED ON DEPUTATION.
Applications are invited to fill one post of Assistant Accounts Officer in Level 08 of

the Pay Matrix in the Office of the Resident Commissioner, New Delhi of

Andaman & Nicobar Administration on deputation basis. The last date of submitting

application is 02.07.2018.

For   detail   vacancy notice  including eligibility criteria, etc. please visit

www.andaman.gov.in. For further enquiry contact over phone No. 03192-232220.

Senior Accounts Officer-IV 

CPAO, Port Blair

EN 10/67

2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________
ii) His/her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned
EN 10/72 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the
Employment News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views
of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the
advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the
organisation or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way
responsible for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these
advertisements.
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Applications are invited from Male/Female candidates for the recruitment to the under
mentioned post at Headquarters Dakshin Bharat Area, Island Grounds,
Chennai–600009.

Ser Name of Pay Scale No. of Reserved for Total 
No. Post vacancies

SC ST OBC Gen

1. Messenger PB Rs. 18,000/-, 06 - 01 01 04 06
PML-1 and other
allowances as
per Govt. orders

1. Examination Centre: Headquarters Dakshin Bharat Area, Island Grounds, 
Chennai- 600009.
2. Age Limit:
(a) Gen (For both Male / Female) – 18-25 Years
(b) SC/ST (For both Male / Female) – 18-30 Years
(c) OBC (For both Male / Female) – 18-28 Years (Those who produce non-creamy

layer certificate (OBC Category) will only be considered for against OBC quota)
3. Qualification: (i) Matriculation or equivalent qualification from recognised board (ii)
No weightage will be given for higher qualification (iii) Scheme of examination – the
examination will consist of written test only. Questions will be objective type. (iv) Written
examination will be conducted for filling up these posts as it involves induction to Group
‘C’ posts. (v) All candidates will be tested for physical fitness and written examination
(vi) Only physically fit candidates to apply (Medical fitness certificate to be attached
from an authorised Govt Hospital Doctor).
4. The written test will consist of four papers. The max marks for each paper is given
below:-
(a) General Intelligence & Reasoning - (25Qs, 25 Marks)
(b) English Language - (50Qs, 50 Marks)
(c) Numerical Aptitude - (25Qs, 25 Marks)
(d) General Awareness - (50Qs, 50 Marks)
5. Total time allowed for the written examination – 2 Hours
6. Selection will be made strictly on merit basis.
7. The appointment will initially be on a temporary basis and likely to become
permanent after successful completion of probationary period for two years. The initial
appointment will be at Headquarters Dakshin Bharat Area, Island Grounds, Chennai –
600 009 and thereafter the individual is likely to be posted anywhere in India.
8. How to Apply: Application in the prescribed format duly completed in all aspects with
attested copies of relevant certificates should be sent to the Presiding Officer C/O
Officer Commanding Officer, Headquarters Dakshin Bharat Area, Island Grounds,
Chennai – 600 009 to reach within 21 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement through by post /courier. No application will be accepted in person.
9. The following documents should be attached with the application form:-
(a) Two copies of recent passport size photographs one attested on reverse by a

Gazetted Officer and attached in a separate cover and should be pasted on the
application form at the appropriate place and attested by a Gazetted Officer.

(b) Attested copies of certificates and testimonials in proof of age/date of birth/
educational qualification and experience, (if any) etc.

(c) Attested copies of SC/ST and OBC Non Creamy Layer certificate in the
prescribed form issued by competent authority as required by the Central Govt.

(d) Two self addressed envelopes of the size 23 cms x 10 cms.
10. The application and the other documents should be arranged in the following order
and tightly tagged or stapled on the left hand side top corner:-
(a) Additional Photograph
(b) Application form
(c) Attested copies of certificates
(d) Self Addressed envelopes
11. The closing date of receipt of applications will be within 21 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement. Upper age limit of candidates will be calculated based
on closing date of application. This office will not be responsible for any postal delay or
loss in transit/courier. Incomplete applications will be summarily rejected without any
communication to the candidates. The date, time and venue of the examination shall
be intimated later.
12. No TA/DA will be paid to candidate for appearing in the written examination.
13. Submission of application does not vest the candidate any right to be called for
written examination/other related test.
14. No interim correspondence with regards to the status of application(s) will be
entertained. 
General Instructions
(a) Application without the specified copies of certificates as directed in the

instructions will be rejected and no other inquiry/correspondence will be
entertained.

Advertisement 01/2018

Ministry of Defence
Headquarters Dakshin Bharat Area
Island Grounds, Chennai – 600 009

(b) Incomplete application will be rejected.
(c) Candidates whose application is received in time and found complete/eligible in

all respects during scrutiny will be called for test.
(d) Post mentioned above are subject to All India Liability and Field Service Liability

Rules.
(e) The decision of appointing authority regarding selection/rejection will be final.
(f) The recruitment process can be cancelled/postponed/suspended/terminated

without any prior notice/assigning any reasons at any stage.
(g) The Appointing Authority/Selection Board has right to short list applications

without assigning any reason and change the number of vacancies/reservation
status any time before selection. No representation will be entertained on this
account.

(h) Job Description: The post of messenger is similar to peon. The under
mentioned duties will be performed by the messenger:-
(i) Messenger will perform all the duties connected with office work. (i.e. Cleaning
of office and furniture, passing message, collection/ distribution of mail and
arrangement of drinking water. 
(ii) Intimating the officer of the arrival of authorised visitors. 
(iii) Keeping vigil over the office from security point of view during working hours.
(iv) Any additional task (Official work) given by superintendent of branch
concerned or officer working under.

Caution : Canvassing in any form will lead to disqualification and cancellation of the
candidature.

APPLICATION FORM
(To be filled in English only)

Post applied for : _________________________
1. Examination Centre: HQ Dakshin Bharat Area, Island Grounds,

Chennai–600009.
2. Name in full (in block letters) : ______________________________________
3. Father’s/Husband’s Name: _________________________________________
4. Date of Birth in Christian Era (DD/MM/YY): ____________________________

Age as on closing date of application: Years _________ Months __________
Days ___________

5. Male/Female Male _________ Female ___________
6. Marital Status Married________Unmarried__________
7. Are you Citizen of India Yes__________ No _______________
8. Religion/Caste: __________________________________________________
9. Identification marks:- 

(a) __________________________________________________
(b) __________________________________________________

10. Permanent address (in block letters) with PIN code Number: _______________
11. Mailing address (in block letters) with PIN code Number: __________________
12. Education qualification from Matriculation/ X Std

Ser Qualification University / Subject Percentage of Remarks
No. Board Studied marks obtained

13. Experience (if any)/ particulars of previous & previous employment of similar job.

Ser Name & full Designation / Scale of Period of Employment
No. address of duties Pay

employer of post From           To

Declaration

I hereby declare that the information furnished in the application are true, complete and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I am fully aware that in the event of any
of the said information furnished by me being found false or incorrect at any stage, my
candidature/ appointment is liable to be summarily cancelled/terminated without any
notice or compensation.
Date ………………….………….. Signature of Candidate …………………………
Place ………………..…………… Name ………………………………….............…

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Checklist
(a) Photograph attested by Gazetted Officer is affixed.
(b) Application is in prescribed format completed in all respects.
(c) Attested copies of Educational Certificates attached.
(d) Attested copies of SC/ST and OBC Certificates with non creamy layer certificates

as applicable.
(e) Identification Marks be clear and visible.
davp 10601/11/0005/1819 EN 10/85
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Applications are invited from interested eligible candidates/officials for filling up the
following posts on deputation basis in Indore Special Economic Zone. The description
of the posts and eligibility conditions are as follows:-
S. Name of the No. of Posts Eligibility conditions
No. Post/Scale (existing/

anticipated)
1. Asstt. Develop- 02 Officer under the Central/State Government: 

ment Commi- (a) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular
ssioner basis.
(Rs. 9300-34800/- ii) With three years' service in the grade
+ GP Rs. 4600/-) rendered after appointment, thereto on a
(Pre-revised) regular basis in the Scale of Rs. 5500-9000  

or equivalent  in the parent cadre or depart-
ment: or
(iii) With eight years' regular service in the 
grade rendered after appointment thereto 
on a regular basis in the Scale of Pay of 
5000-8000 or equivalent in the parent cadre 
or department and:
(b) Possessing two years' experience in the 
field of Industrial development or foreign 
trade.

2. Appraiser 02 Officer under the Central/State Government;
(Customs) (a) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular
(Rs. 9300-34800/- basis in the parent cadre or department, or
+ GP Rs. 4800/-) (ii) With three years' service in the grade
(Pre-revised) rendered after appointment thereto on a 

regular basis in the Scale of Pay Band 9300-
34800/- & Grade Pay 4600/- or equivalent 
in the parent cadre or department: and
(b) Possessing two years' experience in 
Excise or Customs procedural work.

3. Preventive Officer 05 Officers of the Central Board of Excise
(Rs. 9300-34800/- and Customs.
+ GP Rs. 4600/-) 1. (i) holding analogous posts on regular 
(Pre-revised) basis; or

(ii) with six years service in the grade 
rendered after appointment thereto on a 
regular basis in the Scale of Rs. 9300-
34800/- + GP Rs. 4200/- or equivalent in 
the parent cadre or department: and
2. Possessing two years' experience in 
Excise or Customs procedural work.

4. Section Officer 01 Employees of the Central Government:
(Accounts) (a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular
(Rs. 9300-34800/- basis in the parent cadre or department; or
+ GP Rs. 4200/-) (ii) with three years regular service in the 
(Pre-revised) grade rendered after appointment thereto 

on a regular basis in the Scale of Rs. 5000-
8000 (5th cpc) or equivalent in the parent 
cadre or department; and
(b) Possessing any one of the following 
qualifications; 
(i) A pass in the Subordinate Accounts 
Service or equivalent examination condu- 
cted by any one of the organized Accounts 
department of the Central Govt. 
(ii) Successful completion of training in the 
Cash and Accounts work conducted by 
Institute of Secretarial Training and Manag-
ement or equivalent; and 
(c) Possessing three years experience in 
Cash, Accounts and Budget work.

5. Stenographer 01 Employees of Central Government :
Gr. I (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis
(Rs. 9300-34800/- in the parent cadre or department; or
+ GP Rs. 4200/-) (ii) with three years regular service in the
(Pre-revised) post of Stenographer in the Pay Scale of 

Rs. 4500-7000 (5th cpc); or
(iii) with eight years regular service in the 
post of Stenographer in the Pay Scale of 
Rs. 4000-6000 (5th cpc); and
(a) Possessing a speed of 100 words per 

S. Name of the No. of Posts Eligibility conditions
No. Post/Scale (existing/

anticipated)
minute in English shorthand, 40 words per 
minute in English typewriting and; 
(b) Knowledge of Computer word processing.

6. Stenographer 01 Employees of Central Government : 
Gr. II (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis
(Rs. 9300-34800/- in the parent cadre or department; or
+ GP Rs. 4200/-) (ii) with three years regular service in the
(Pre-revised) post of Stenographer in the Pay Scale of 

Rs. 4500-7000 (5th cpc); or 
(iii) with eight years regular service in the 
post of Stenographer in the Pay Scale of 
Rs. 4000-6000 (5th cpc); and
(a) Possessing a speed of 100 words per 
minute in English shorthand, 40 words per 
minute in English typewriting and;                 
(b) Knowledge of Computer word processing.

7. Stenographer 04 Employees of Central Government :
Gr. III (a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular
(Rs. 5200-20200/- basis in the parent cadre or department; or
+ GP Rs. 2400/-) (b) (i) Lower Division Clerk in the Pay Scale
(Pre-revised) of Rs. 5200-20200 + GP 1900/- with eight 

years regular service in the grade; and
(ii) Possessing a speed of 80 words per 
minute in English- shorthand, 30 words per 
minute in English typewriting and; 
(iii) Knowledge of Computer word processing.

2. Applications of the eligible officers who possess the requisite experience and
qualification and who can be spared immediately may be forwarded for these
posts. The application in the prescribed pro-forma (Annexure-I) in duplicate
supported with-up-to date confidential reports, for last three years & vigilance
clearance should reach to the following address within 60 days from the date of
publication of the advertisement in Employment News.

The Development Commissioner
Indore Special Economic Zone

3rd Floor, Brilliant Titanium, Plot No. 9
Scheme No. 78, Part II, Near Brilliant Convention Center

Indore, Madhya Pradesh - 452010
E-mail: dcisezind-mp@gov.in

3. The appointment will be on transfer on deputation basis. The period of deputation
including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization/Department
of the Central Government shall not exceed three years. The pay and allowances
of the officer selected on deputation will be regulated in accordance with the
instructions issued by Deptt. of Personnel & Training from time to time. The
maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years
as on the closing date of the receipt of applications.

4. Officers who volunteer for the post will not be permitted to withdraw their names
later. The selected officer(s) can also be posted anywhere within the jurisdiction
of DC, Indore SEZ (State of M.P) depending on the exigencies of work.

5. Applications received after the last date/without through proper channel or
unaccompanied by copies of CR Dossiers & vigilance clearance of the officer
concerned will not be considered.

6. The numbers of vacancies indicated are liable to increase/decrease.
7. The advertisement may also be viewed at the website of this office-

www.indoresez.gov.in.
8.  The application may be submitted in the prescribed pro-forma (Annexure-I) which

can be downloaded from the aforementioned website.
9. A Govt. Officer in a higher Grade Pay/Scale shall be ineligible for appointment on

deputation to the post in lower Grade Pay/Scale in terms of Deptt. of
Expenditure's O.M. No. 1/1/2008-LCdt. 26.03.2009 and DOPT O.M. No.
6/8/2009-Estt. (pay II) dt. 17.06.2010.

davp 05120/11/0005/1819
EN 10/82

Government of India 
Ministry of Commerce & Industry

Department of Commerce 
Office of the Development Commissioner 

Indore Special Economic Zone 
3rd Floor, Brilliant Titanium, Plot No. 9, Scheme No. 78

Part II, Near Brilliant Convention Center, Indore 
Ph. 0731-2570619, 2570620, Fax No. 0731-4290586

E-mail: dcisezind-mp@gov.in, Website: www.indoresez.gov.in
No. A-30/ISEZ/2006-07/2083 Date: 24/01/2018
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Department of Posts
O/O The Sr. Supdt

of Post Offices
Goa Division

Mapusa- 403507
PH: 0832-2262450/2262881  

Email: dogoa.mh@indiapost.
gov.in
No:BII/Driver/MMS/Deputation/
Absorption/2018

dated: 07.5.2018
Sub: Filling of the two (02)
vacancies (01 UR, 01 SC) in
the Grade of Staff Car Driver
(Ordinary grade) (General
Central Service, Gr. C, Non-
Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in
the PB-1 (Rs. 5200-20200)
plus Grade Pay Rs.1900/-, Pay
Matrix- level 2 as per the
revised Seventh Pay
Commission in the office of
Sr. Supdt of Post Offices, Goa
Division, Mapusa on
Deputation/ Absorption basis
in the Department of Posts
failing which by Deputation/
Absorption from other
Ministries/on Deputation or
re-employment of Armed
Forces Personnel-reg.
It is proposed to fill up two (02)
vacancies (01 UR, 01 SC) of
Staff Car Driver (Ordinary grade)
(General Central Service, Gr. C,
Non-Gazetted, Non-Ministerial)
in the PB-1 (Rs. 5200-
20200)plus Grade Pay
Rs.1900/-, Pay Matrix- level 2 as
per the revised Seventh Pay
Commission in the office of Sr.
Supdt of Post Offices, Goa
Division, Mapusa, Department
of Posts, Ministry of
Communication & IT on
Deputation/ Absorption basis in
the Department of Posts failing
which by Deputation/ Absorption
from other Ministries/on
Deputation or re-employment of
Armed Forces Personal.
1. Eligibility Conditions:
Deputation/ Absorption of
officials in the Department of
Posts
From amongst the regular
Dispatch Rider (Group C) and
Group C employees in Pay
Band-1, Rs.5200-20200 with
Grade Pay of Rs.  1800 (Level 1
in the Pay Matrix as per 7th
CPC) in the Department of
Posts who possess valid Driving
License for light and heavy
Motor vehicles on the basis of a
Driving test to assess the
competence to drive light and
heavy Motor vehicles.
2. Other Ministries of the
Central Government and
Armed Forces Personnel.
From officials holding the post of
Dispatch Rider on regular basis
or regular Group C employees in
Pay Band-1, Rs.5200-20200 with
Grade Pay of Rs. 1800 (Level 1
in the Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC)
who fulfill the necessary
qualifications prescribed as
under: 
(i) Possession of a valid Driving
License for light and heavy
Motor vehicles;
(ii) Knowledge of Motor
Mechanism (The candidate
should be able to remove minor
defects in vehicle);
(iii) Experience of Driving Light
and Heavy Motor vehicle for at
least three years; (iv) Pass in
10th standard from a recognized
Board or Institute. 

Continued on page 23 EN 10/12
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DESIRABLE: Three years service
as Home Guard or Civil Volunteers.
For Ex-servicemen: The
Armed forces personnel due to
retire or who are to be
transferred to reserve within a
period of one year and having
the requisite experience and
qualifications prescribed shall
also be considered. Such
persons would be given
deputation terms up to the date
on which they are due for
release from the Armed Forces;
thereafter they may be
continued on re-employment.
3. Regulation of Pay and other
terms of deputation/
absorption:
PB-1 (Rs. 5200-20200) plus
Grade Pay Rs.1900 (Pay Matrix
Level 2 as per  7th CPC). Pay
will be regulated as per rules.
4.  Age- Limit:
The maximum age limit for
appointment by Deputation/
Absorption shall be not
exceeding 56 years as on the
closing date of receipt of
applications.
5.   Period of deputation :
The period of deputation
including the period of
deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding
this appointment in the same or
some other Department of the
Central Government shall
ordinarily not exceed three
years.
6.  Reservation for SC/ST :
No provision for reservation
exists for the posts to be filled up
on Deputation/Absorption basis.
7. Period of Probation : 
Two years for re-employed.
8. Application (in duplicate) only
in the prescribed proforma
(Annexure-I) of the eligible
candidates whose services can
be spared immediately on
selection, together with the
certificate from the forwarding
Authority (in proforma Annexure
II) along with following
documents:
i) Integrity certificate
ii) List of major/minor penalties
imposed if any, on the official
during the last 10 years, (if no
penalty has been imposed a "Nil"
certificate should be enclosed)
iii) Vigilance clearance
certificate.
iv) Attested photocopies of the
ACRs for the last five years
(2013-14 to 2017-18) (attested
on each page by a Gazetted
officer) (wherever applicable)
The required documents
mentioned at the end of
Annexure along with relevant
documents in support of
qualifications and experience,
may be forwarded to "The Sr.
Supdt of Post Offices, Goa
Division, Mapusa", within 45
days of the publication of the
Advt. in the Employment
News. Applications not
forwarded through proper
channel or those received
without the requisite certificates
and necessary documents will
not be entertained.
9. The candidates who apply for
the post will not be allowed to
withdraw their candidature
subsequently.
For more details and Application
form, please visit
www.indiapost.gov.in

Sr. Supdt of Post Offices 
Goa Division, Mapusa 403507

EN 10/77
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EN 10/88

Indian Institute of
Technology

(Indian School of Mines) 
Dhanbad - 826004

Advertisement for the RA, SRF & Project Fellow
Application with attested copies of documents with complete
Bio-data including contact number and E-mail ID is invited
for RA (One), SRF (Two) and Project Fellow (One) under
the CIL sponsored project entitled "Development of Virtual
Reality Mine Simulator (VRMS) for improving Safety and
Productivity in Indian Coal Mines" sanctioned for 01 year
06 months with order no. CMPDI/CIL/R&D/01-67-2017/1620
to Prof. V.M.S.R. Murthy (PI), Professor, Department of
Mining Engineering, IIT (ISM) Dhanbad-826004. Complete
application must reach to PI on or before 30th June 2018.
A soft copy of the application should also be sent to
vmsrmurthy@iitism.ac.in.Visit www.iitism.ac.in. for more
details. 
EN 10/74 Registrar
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No. 9-1 (ISLRTC)/Consultant/2016

Government of India

Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment 

Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities
Indian Sign Language Research and Training Centre (ISLRTC), a
registered Society under this Department invites applications for
filling up the following posts:-
i. Consultant (Deaf) {Consolidated salary of Rs. 1,00,000/- per
month}
ii. Consultant to help in office management with the Consolidated
salary of Rs. 35,000/- + Rs. 2000/- (Conveyance Allowance) per
month.
2. For details and eligibility conditions for the above post and
application proforma, please visit the website :
www.disabilityaffairs.gov.in. Crucial date for determining upper age
limit and eligibility conditions will be 25.06.2018. The Centre reserves
the right to short-list the number of applications, based on the criteria
of higher qualifications and career profile of the applicants and the
decision of the Centre in this regard shall be final.
3. The applications in the prescribed format, complete in all
respects alongwith the required documents may be sent to Sh.
Aviz, Section Officer, Indian Sign Language Research and
Training Centre (ISLRTC) Nagpal Business Tower, A-91, Okhla
Ph-2, New Delhi- 110020 on or before 25.06.2018. Applications
received after the closing date or without requisite documents or
otherwise incomplete in any respect will not be considered, under
any circumstances.

(K.K. Jhell)
Deputy Secretary to Govt. of India

davp 38119/11/0002/1819 EN 10/87

National
Company Law

Tribunal 
Appointment of

Members
In continuation to the adverti-

sements published in the

newspapers on 17th April, 2018,

inviting online applications vide

portal namely https://

apptrbmembermca.gov.in for

filling up 04 posts of Judicial

Member and 12 posts of

Technical Member in the

National Company Law Tribunal

Ministry, it is hereby informed

that the last date of submitting

online application has been

extended from 30th May, 2018

to 11th June, 2018 till 5:30 PM.

Print out of the applications after

final submission on online portal

duly completed and through

proper channel, wherever

applicable, should reach Shri

Amar Singh Meena, Director,

Ministry of Corporate Affairs,

Room No. 530, A 'Wing, 5th

floor, Shastri Bhawan, New

Delhi-110001 latest by 26th

June, 2018.
Those who have already
applied, pursuant to the
advertisement published earlier
within the previously stipulated
time, need not apply again.

davp 07101/11/0009/1819

EN 10/84

Government of India
Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises

Office of Development Commissioner (MSME)
Job Opportunity for the Post of General Manager, 

For New Technology Centres at Bhiwadi, Durg, Pudi (Vishakhapatnam), Baddi, Bengaluru, 
Rohtak, Sitarganj (Uttarakhand), Greater Noida,, Bhopal & Puducherry

The Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, Government of India has established 18 Technology Centres (TCs). TCs primary focus
is to suport industries particularly MSMEs in the country through:

Access to advanced manufacturing technologies.
Skilling manpower by offering opportunities for technical skill development to the youth at varying levels ranging from school dropouts to

graduate engineers and providing technical and business advisory support to MSME entrepreneurs.
Under the Technology Centre Systems Programme (TCSP) co-funded by World Bank, 15 new TCs are being established. Presently these
TCs are under advance stage of construction. For full details about existing TCs and TCSP, please visit
http://www.dcmsme.gov.in/Toolroom_tdcs.htm and http://www.dcmsme.gov.in/tcsp.html. 

REQUIRED QUALIFICATION AND EXPERIENCE

1. Educational Qualification
A. General Engineering Sector (TCs at BHIWADI, DURG, PUDI, BADDI, ROHTAK, SITARGANJ, BHOPAL)
Essential: Degree in Engineering (Mechanical/Electrical/Production/Industrial Engineering / Manufacturing Technology/ Mechatronics
or equivalent) from recognized University/Institution.
Desirable: Post Graduation in Engineering/Finance/ Technology/ Management from recognized Institution/ University.
B. ESDM Sector (TCs at BENGALURU, GREATER NOIDA & PUDUCHERRY)
Essential: Degree in Engineering (Electrical / Electronics & Communication / Computer Science Engineering / Instrumentation /
Mechatronics or equivalent) from a recognized university/institution.
Desirable: Post Graduation in Engineering / Finance / Technology / Management, from a recognized Institution/university.

2. Experience:
A. Essential for General Engineering Sector: 15 years in Production/Training Department of Tool Room/ reputed Engineering
Industry of which minimum 10 years in responsible Technical/ Management Position.
Desirable: Implementation & Management of Engineering Projects, experience in use of reverse Engineering, Rapid Prototyping,
CAD/CAM and CNC technology, experience in administration, finance, familiarity with labor laws in India, International exposure to up-
coming and future technologies in the field of advanced manufacturing / precision engineering sector.
B. Essential for ESDM Sector: 15 years experience in Electronics Engineering industries/Reputed Industrial Development
organization in production/ training/ design / calibration and testing / quality management department, out of which minimum 10 years
in responsible Technical/ Management Position.
Desirable: Implementation and Management of Engineering Projects/Quality Management Systems, NABL Accreditation, procedures
and laboratory management, ISO 9001/14001 system, experience in Administration, Finance, familiarity with labor laws in India,
international exposure to up-coming and future technologies in the field of advanced electronics product manufacturing and electronics
product design sector.

3. Scale of Pay: Rs. 37400-67,000/- + GP 8900/- (as per 6th CPC)/ Pay Matrix level 13 A (as per 7th CPC).
4. Age: 50 years (5 years relax for SC/ST/Internal & 3 years for OBC candidates).
5. On Deputation: The Official appointed on deputation basis will be governed by the provisions laid down in the Department of Personnel

and Training's OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay-II) dated 17/06/2010 and 2/6/2016-Estt.(Pay-II) dated 17/02/2016 & 22/04/2016.
6. Applications are invited from Citizens of India to be filled up on contract for a period of 5 years initially with further extension based on

review of performance, till superannuation. For other details regarding Job description, application format etc., please visit
http://www.dcmsme.gov.in.

7. Last date of submission of application is 10.07.2018 by ordinary post or speed post, at the address mentioned below:
Director (TCSP), O/o DC (MSME), Room No. 720, 7th Floor, A-Wing, Nirman Bhawan, Maulana Azad Road, New Delhi-110108

Follow us https://twitter.com/minmsme        https://www.facebook.com/minmsme/ www.msme.gov.in, https://udyogaadhaar.gov.in/
davp 25113/11/0012/1819 
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Advertisement No. 03/2018
Last Date for Submission of application is 09 July, 2018 up to 5:00 PM

CSIR-Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow, a premier Institute und under
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), is involved in the
multidisciplinary R&D programs of both basic and applied nature. CSIR-CDRI is a
pioneer biomedical research organization of our country and has the infrastructure
and expertise to develop a drug right from the concept stage to the
commercialization.
Applications are invited from the citizens of India for filling up the post of Hindi
Officer and Jr. Hindi Translator at CSIR-CDRI, a constituent Institute of Council of
Scientific & Industrial Research. The details of the post and the respective
emoluments as well as age limit as per norms are given below:
Details of Posts :-
Post Designation No. of Posts & Pay Matrix *Upper Age limit 
Code reservation not exceeding as

status on 09 July, 2018
A Hindi One (Un-reserved) Level 10 35 Years

Officer Total Emoluments:
76,857/- (approx.)

B Jr. Hindi One (Un-reserved) Level 06 30 Years
Translator Total Emoluments:

47,394/-
(approx.)

*Please see age relaxation under Relaxation column. Essential Qualifications and
experience :-
For post code A ( Hindi Officer) :-
Essential qualification:
Master's degree of a recognized University in Hindi with English as a compulsory
or elective subject or as the medium of examination at the degree Level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in English with Hindi as a compulsory
or elective subject or as the medium of examination at the degree Level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in any subject other than Hindi or
English, with Hindi medium and English as a compulsory or elective subject or as
the medium of examination at the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in any subject other than Hindi or
English, with English medium and Hindi as a compulsory or elective subject or as
the medium of examination at the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in any subject other than Hindi or English,
with Hindi and English as compulsory or elective subjects or either of the two as a
medium of examination and the other as a compulsory or elective subject at the
degree level;
(ii) Three years experience of using or applying terminology (terminological

work) in Hindi and translation work from English to Hindi or vice-versa,
preferably for technical or Scientific literature under Central/ State
Government/ Autonomous body/Statutory Body/ PSUs/ Universities or
recognized research or Educational institutions. OR
Three years of experience of teaching in Hindi and English under Central /
State Government/Autonomous body/Statutory Body/PSUs/Universities or
recognized research or educational institutions .

Desirable:
(i) Knowledge at the level of Matriculation of a recognized Board of one of the

languages other than Hindi mentioned in the Eighth Schedule of the
Constitution.

(ii) Degree or Diploma Course in translation from Hindi to English and Vice-
versa from a recognized Institute or University. 

Job Requirements
The Hindi Officer will be responsible for ensuring compliance of the Official
Language Policy of the Central Government in CDRI, Lucknow in
accordance with the Official Language Act, 1963 as amended up to date and
Rules and orders issued by the Central Government in this regard and
undertake all that is necessary for that purpose as assigned from time to
time.

For post code "B" (Jr. Hindi Translator) 
Essential qualification:

Master's degree of a recognized University or equivalent in Hindi or English
with English or Hindi as a compulsory or elective subject or as a medium of
examination at the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University or equivalent in any subject other
than Hindi or English, with Hindi or English medium and English or Hindi as
a compulsory or elective subject or as a medium of examination at the
degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University or equivalent in any subject other
than Hindi or English, with Hindi and English as a compulsory or elective
subjects or either of the two as the medium of examination and the other as
a compulsory or elective subject at degree level; AND
Recognized Diploma or Certificate course in translation from Hindi to English
& vice versa or two years' experience of translation work from Hindi to
English and vice versa in Central or State government offices, including
Government of India undertaking.

‚Ë∞‚•Êß¸U•Ê⁄U- ∑§ãŒ˝Ëÿ •ÊÒ·ÁäÊ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ, ‹πŸ™§
(flÒôÊÊÁŸ∑§ ÃÕÊ •ÊÒlÊÁª∑§ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ¬Á⁄U·Œ)

‚Ä≈U⁄U 10, ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë¬È⁄U◊ ÁflSÃÊ⁄U, ‚ËÃÊ¬È⁄U ⁄UÊ«U, ‹πŸ™§ - 226031 (÷Ê⁄UÃ)

CSIR - Central Drug Research Institute
(Council of Scientific & Industrial Research)

Sector 10, Janakipuram Extension, Sitapur Road, Lucknow-226031 (India)
Desirable:
(i) Knowledge at the level of Matriculation of a recognized Board or equivalent

of one of the Languages other than Hindi mentioned in the Eighth Schedule
of the Constitution. 

(ii) Degree or Diploma course in translation from Hindi to English and vice-versa
from a recognized Institute/University.

Job Requirements:
The incumbent will be required to translate official documents,
correspondences; scientific literature etc. from English to Hindi and vice
versa and any other work that may be assigned.

Mode of selection::
For post code A (Hindi Officer):-

Interview. However, written examination may be conducted in case of large
number of candidate.

For post code B (Jr. Hindi Translator)
Written and Skill test.
Subject No. of Maximum Marks Negative Marks

questions
General 50 150 (Three marks for One negative mark for  
Intelligence every correct answer) every wrong answer
Quantitative 25 75 (Three marks for every One negative mark for 
Aptitude correct answer) every wrong answer
General 25 75 (Three marks for every One negative mark for 
Awareness correct answer) every wrong answer

Syllabus of written test for Translator:-
For these posts, there will be two papers (Paper-I and Paper-II), The second
paper will be evaluated only for those candidates who secure the minimum
threshold marks (to be determined by the Selection Committee) in the first
paper.

Paper-I Will be OMR Based or Computer Based Objective Type Multiple Choice
Examination, while Paper-II Will be descriptive.

Medium of Questions The questions for Objective Type Multiple Choice 
Examination will be set both in English and Hindi.

Standard of exam Graduation Level
Paper -I (Time Allotted-1 hour)
Paper-II (Time Allotted-2 hours) This paper is introduced to assess the writing

and translation skills of the candidates which are necessary in this job. The
paper would comprise writing of a paragraph in English and Hindi separately;
precis writing in English and Hindi and translation from English to Hindi and
Hindi to English. The total marks in the Tier-II exam would be 300 and time
allotted for this exam would be 2 hours.

1. General conditions
a. The applicant must be a citizen of India.
b. The prescribed essential qualifications are the minimum and the mere

possession of the same does not entitle candidates to be called for written
test/Interview. The decision of CSIR-CDRI in all matters relating to eligibility,
acceptance or rejection of applications, mode of selection, conduct of
interview will be final and binding on the candidates and no enquiry or
correspondence will be entertained in this connection from any
candidate or his/her agency.

c. The application should be accompanied by self attested copies of the
relevant educational qualification, experience. The prescribed qualifications
should have been obtained through recognized Universities/Institutions etc.
Incomplete application/applications not accompanied with the required
certificates/ documents are liable to be rejected.

d. In respect of equivalent clause in Essential Qualifications, if a candidate is
claiming a particular qualification as equivalent qualification as per the
requirement of advertisement, then the candidate is required to produce
order/ letter in this regard, indicating the authority (with number and date)
under which it has been so treated otherwise the application is liable to be
rejected.

e. The period of experience rendered by a candidate on part time basis, daily
wages, visiting/guest faculty will not be counted while calculating the valid
experience for short listing the candidates for the written test/ interview.

f. The period of experience in a discipline/area of work, wherever prescribed,
shall be counted after the date of acquiring the minimum prescribed
educational qualifications prescribed for that post.

g. If any document/certificate furnished is in a language other than Hindi or
English, a transcribed copy of the same duly attested by a Gazetted Officer
or Notary is required to be submitted.

h. The prescribed date for determining the upper age limit, qualifications and/or
experience shall be the closing date for submission of applications.

i. Persons with disabilities (PWD/ Divyang) fulfilling the eligibility conditions
prescribed under GOI instructions are encouraged to apply.

j. Only outstation candidates called for interview will be entitled for single
second class rail fare from the actual place of undertaking the journey or from
the normal place of their residence whichever is nearer to Lucknow Railway
Station on production of Rail Tickets/Rail Ticket Numbers or any other proof
of journey. Continued on page 27
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k. The posts will be governed by the New Pension Scheme applicable w.e.f.
01.01.2004 as notified by the Government of India and adopted by CSIR and
other instructions issued on the subject. However, persons selected from
other Government Departments/Autonomous Bodies/Public Sector
Undertakings/ Central Universities having Pension Scheme on GOI pattern
and who are presently being governed by old Pension Scheme will continue
to be governed by the existing Pension Scheme i.e. CCS (Pension Rules),
1972.

l. The above post shall carry usual allowances as admissible to CSIR/GOI
employees, as have   been made applicable to CSIR employees of the same
status stationed at Lucknow.

m. Canvassing in any form and/or bringing any political influence or otherwise
will be treated as a disqualification for the post.

2.   RELAXATIONS:
(a) Relaxation in age limit up to 5 years to Council/Government/Autonomous

Bodies/Public Sector Undertaking employees in accordance with the
instructions and orders issued by the Government of India from time to time
in this regard.

(b) Age relaxation of 10 years in upper age limit shall be allowed to PwD
(Divyang) subject to the condition that maximum age of the applicant on the
crucial date shall not exceed 56 years. Relaxation of age limit would be
permissible to such persons who have a minimum of 40% disability.

(c) As per GOI provisions, age relaxation for Widows, Divorced Women and
Women judicially separated from their Husbands, the upper age limit is
relaxable up to the age of 35 years (up to 40 years for members of Scheduled
Castes/Scheduled Tribes and up to 38 years for members belonging to the
Other Backward Classes in respect of the posts reserved for them). The
persons claiming age relaxation under this sub-para would be required to
produce following documentary evidence:-

1. In case of Widow, Death Certificate of her husband together with the Affidavit
that she has not remarried since.

2. In case of divorced Women and Women judicially separated from their
husbands, a certified copy of the judgment/decree of the appropriate Court to
prove the fact of divorce or the judicial separation, as the case may be, with
an Affidavit in respect of divorced Women that they have not remarried since.

3. Relaxation of five years will also be permissible to those who had ordinarily
been domiciled in the Kashmir division of the state of Jammu and Kashmir
during the period from 01.01.1980 to 31.12.1989 subject to production of
relevant certificate from concerned authority.

4. Relaxation of upper age limit for Ex-servicemen is admissible as per rules. 
3. How to apply : 
i. The prescribed application form for the above post is available in CDRI

website www.cdri.res.in
ii. Candidates are required to arrange for a crossed Demand Draft for Rs. 500/-

drawn on any nationalized bank and valid for at least 3 months in favor of
"Director, Central Drug Research Institute" payable at Lucknow. The last date
for submitting and making of Demand Draft is 09 July, 2018 up to 5.00 p.m.
This date will be the same for the candidates belonging to far-flung areas.
The following details must be filled up on back side of Demand Draft (i)
Candidate's Name (ii) Candidate's Category (iii) Post Code Applied For. The
candidates belonging to SC/ST/PH/Women/CSIR Employees as well as
identified casual workers in CSIR are exempted from submission of
application fee.

iii. The application duly accompanied by attested copies of the certificates, mark
sheets, testimonials in  support of age,  education  qualification, experience
and caste certificate, if applicable along with one recent passport   size self-
signed photograph affixed together with Demand Draft (if applicable)   should
be sent in an envelope   superscribed   "APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF
.............( Post Code.......)" by post to the Director, CSIR-Central  Drug
Research Institute, Sector 10, Jankipuram Extension, Sitapur Road,
Lucknow- 226 031 so as to reach on or before 09 July, up to 5.00 p.m..
Candidates applying for more than one post must submit separate
application form for each post indicating the Code No. of the post. Each
application must be accompanied by separate demand Draft(s).

iv. Application once made will not be allowed to be withdrawn and fees once
paid will not be refunded on any account nor can it be held in reserve for any
other recruitment or selection process.

v. Applications from employees of Government Departments will be considered
only if forwarded through proper channel, certified by the employer that the
applicant if selected will be relieved within one month of the receipt of the
appointment orders. Also, vigilance clearance should also be recorded.
However, advance copy of the application may be submitted before the
closing date. Applications routed through proper channel should reach CSIR-
CDRI, Lucknow at the earliest.

vi. Candidates should specifically note that the applications received after the
closing date for any reason whatsoever (such as envelopes wrongly
addressed, delivered elsewhere, postal delay etc.) will not be entertained by
CSIR-CDRI, Lucknow. 

vii. Incomplete applications (i.e. without photograph, unsigned and without
application fee, applicable testimonials etc.) will not be entertained and will
be summarily rejected.

Following documents must be attached along with application form sent by
post:
a. Demand Draft of Rs.500/- as application fee where applicable
b. Coloured photograph pasted on the form and signed across in full.
c. Self Attested photocopy of Date of Birth Certificate.
d. Self Attested photocopies of educational qualifications/certificates.
e. Self Attested photocopy of caste certificate, if applicable.
f. Self Attested photocopy of PWD certificate, if applicable.
g. Self Attested photocopies of experience certificates, if any.
NO INTERIM ENQUIRY OR CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERTAINED
EN 10/80 Controller of Administration

Continued from page 26

RECRUITMENT OF NON-TEACHING POSITIONS 
Employment Notice No.: CUTN/2/2018

The Central University of Tamil Nadu, an Institution established by an Act of
Parliament, invites applications from the eligible candidates for the following Non-
Teaching posts:
S.No. Name of the Post 7th CPC Pay Matrix No. of Posts
1 Librarian Pay level - 14 (Rs. 144200 - 218200) UR-1
2 Internal Audit Officer Pay level - 12 (Rs. 78800 - 209200) UR-1

(on  Deputation)
3 Assistant Librarian Pay level - 10 as per UGC orders UR-1
4 Assistant Registrar* Pay level- 10 (Rs. 56100 - 177500) UR-2
5 Public Relation Officer Pay level- 10 (Rs. 56100 - 177500) UR-1
* Among two posts, one is on deputation on lien vacancy
6 Section Officer Pay level - 7 (Rs. 44900 - 142400) UR-1
7 Private Secretary* Pay level - 7 (Rs. 44900 - 142400) UR-2, OBC-1
8. Security Officer Pay level - 7 (Rs. 44900 - 142400) UR-1
9 Assistant Pay level - 6 (Rs. 35400 - 112400) OBC-1
10 Personal Assistant Pay level - 6 (Rs. 35400 - 112400) UR-2, OBC-1
11 Hindi (Jr.) Translator Pay level - 6 (Rs. 35400 - 112400) UR-1
12 Senior Technical Pay level - 6 (Rs. 35400 - 112400) UR-1

Assistant (Lab)
13 Senior Technical Pay level - 6 (Rs. 35400 - 112400) UR-1

Assistant (Computer)
14 Professional Assistant Pay level - 6 (Rs. 35400 - 112400) UR-1

(Library)
15 Junior Engineer Pay level - 6 (Rs. 35400 - 112400) UR-1

(Electrical)
* One post is reserved for persons with Disabilities
16 Pharmacist Pay level - 5 (Rs. 29200 - 92300) UR-1
17 Technical Assistant Pay level - 5 (Rs. 29200 - 92300) UR-3, OBC-1
18. Semi Professional Pay level - 5 (Rs. 29200 - 92300) UR-1

Assistant (Library)
19 Security Inspector Pay level - 5 (Rs. 29200 - 92300) UR-1
20 Upper Division Clerk Pay level - 4 (Rs. 25500 - 81100) UR-2,OBC-1

& SC-1
21 Lab Assistant Pay level - 3 (Rs. 21700 - 69100) UR-1
22 Library Assistant Pay level - 3 (Rs. 21700 - 69100) UR-1
23 Lower Division Clerk Pay level - 2 (Rs. 19900 - 63200) UR-2,OBC-1

& SC-1
24 Hindi Typist Pay level - 2 (Rs. 19900 - 63200) UR-1
25 Cook Pay level - 2 (Rs. 19900 - 63200) UR-2
26 Peon/Office Attendant Pay level - 1 (Rs. 18000 - 56900) SC-1
27 Hostel Attendant Pay level - 1 (Rs. 18000 - 56900) UR-1
28 Medical Attendant/ Pay level - 1 (Rs. 18000 - 56900) OBC-1

Dresser
Applicants are requested to visit the website i.e. www.cutn.ac.in for further details
about the qualifications, age, experience, etc.
The last date for receipt of filled in applications is 20th June 2018.
The filled in applications along with all the enclosures should be sent to 
The Assistant Registrar, Recruitment Cell, Central University of Tamil Nadu,
Neelakudi, Thiruvarur - 610005, Tamil Nadu on or before 20.06.2018 (i.e. the last
date of receipt of filled in applications)
Date: 25.05.2018 Registrar
EN 10/57

ÃÁ◊‹ŸÊ«ÈU ∑§ãŒ˝Ëÿ Áfl‡flÁfllÊ‹ÿ
(‚¥‚Œ mUÊ⁄UÊ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÃ •ÁäÊÁŸÿ◊ 2009 ∑§ •¥Ãª¸Ã SÕÊÁ¬Ã)

Central University of Tamil Nadu
(Established by an Act of Parliament, 2009) 

ŸË‹∑È§«UË Neelakudi ÁÃL§flÊM§⁄U Thiruvarur 610005 
Tamil Nadu www.cutn.ac.in

ÁŸ⁄USÃË∑§⁄UáÊ ‚ÍøŸÊ
ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§ 10.01.2017 ∑§ ÁflôÊÊ¬Ÿ ‚¥. ∞Ÿ•Ê⁄U∞‚‚Ë/•Ê⁄U∞◊≈UË/1/2017 ◊¥ ÁflôÊÊÁ¬Ã ∑§≈UÁ⁄¥Uª •≈¥«¥U≈U “∞”
∞fl¥ ⁄U‚Êß¸UÿÊ ∑§ ¬Œ ¬⁄U ÷ÃË¸ ∑§Ê ÁŸ⁄USÃË∑§⁄UáÊ
ßU‚∑§Ê ‚¥Œ÷¸ ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§ 28.01.2017 ∑§Ê ⁄UÊ ÊªÊ⁄U ‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U •ÊÒ⁄U •ãÿ ¬˝◊Èπ ‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U ¬òÊÊ¥ ◊¥ •ÁäÊ‚ÍÁøÃ ⁄U‚Êß¸UÿÊ ∞fl¥ ∑§≈UÁ⁄¥Uª
•≈¥U«¥U≈U “∞” ∑§ ¬ŒÊ¥ ∑§ Á‹∞ ∞Ÿ•Ê⁄U∞‚‚Ë ÷ÃË¸ ÁflôÊÊ¬Ÿ ‚¥ÅÿÊ ∞Ÿ•Ê⁄U∞‚‚Ë/•Ê⁄U∞◊≈UË/1/2017 ÁŒŸÊ¥∑§ 10.01.2017 ‚ „Ò.
‚÷Ë ‚¥’¥ÁäÊÃ ‹ÊªÊ¥ ∑§Ë ¡ÊŸ∑§Ê⁄UË ∑§ Á‹∞ ÿ„U •ÁäÊ‚ÍÁøÃ Á∑§ÿÊ ¡ÊÃÊ „ÒU Á∑§ ÁflôÊÊ¬Ÿ ‚¥ÅÿÊ ∞Ÿ•Ê⁄U∞‚‚Ë/•Ê⁄U∞◊≈UË/1/2017
mUÊ⁄UÊ •ÁäÊ‚ÍÁøÃ ⁄U‚Êß¸UÿÊ ∞fl¥ ∑§≈UÁ⁄¥Uª •≈¥U«¥U≈U “∞” ∑§ ¬ŒÊ¥ ∑§Ë ÷ÃË¸ ¬˝‡ÊÊ‚ÁŸ∑§ ∑§Ê⁄UáÊÊ¥ ‚ ÁŸ⁄USÃ ∑§Ë ¡ÊÃË „ÒU.

CANCELLATION NOTICE 
CANCELLATION OF RECRUITMENT FOR THE POST OF

CATERING ATTENDANT 'A' AND COOK AGAINST ADVERTISEMENT
NO. NRSC/RMT/1/2017 dated 10.01.2017

This has reference to the NRSC recruitment Advertisement No. NRSC/RMT/1/2017 dated 10.01.
2017 for the posts of Catering Attendant 'A' and Cook notified in the Employment News and
other leading Newspapers on 28.01.2017. It is hereby notified for the information of all
concerned that the recruitment for the posts of Catering Attendant 'A' and Cook against
Advertisement No. NRSC/RMT/1/2017 stands cancelled due to administrative reasons.

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
•¥ÃÁ⁄UˇÊ Áfl÷ÊªU/DEPARTMENT OF SPACE

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ •¥ÃÁ⁄UˇÊ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥ªΔUŸ/
INDIAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANISATION 

⁄UÊC˛UËÿ ‚ÈŒÍ⁄U ‚¥flŒŸ ∑§ãŒ˝/NATIONAL REMOTE SENSING CENTRE 
’Ê‹ÊŸª⁄U, „ÒUŒ⁄UÊ’ÊŒ 500 037U/ BALANAGAR, HYDERABAD 500 037
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Govt. of India

Ministry of Home Affairs

Office of the Registrar General, India
Ad-III Section, NDCC Building-II, 1st Floor

Jai Singh Road, New Delhi-110 001
F. No.A-32012/11/2016-Ad.III/505                                                       ANNEXURE-I

1 Name of the post Senior Research Officer (Social Studies)-
01 vacancy (for Office of Registrar General, India, 
Ministry of Home Affairs, Delhi)

2 Pay Scale Pay Band-3,  Rs.15600-39100  +  Grade Pay 
Rs. 6600 (pre-revised) (Revised: level-11 as per 
Pay Matrix of 7th CPC)

3 Classification General Central Service, Group 'A', Gazetted, 
Non-Ministerial

4 Method of Recruitment By deputation (including short-term contract)
Eligibility Conditions:
I. Officers of the Central Government or the State Governments or Union Territories or

Universities or Recognised Research Institutions or Public Sector Undertakings or
Semi-Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organisations:

(a) (i) holding   analogous   post  on   regular   basis   in   the   parent   cadre   or
department; or

(ii) with five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on regular
basis in posts in the Pay Band-3, (Rs. 15600-39100) and Grade Pay of Rs. 5400 or
equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and

(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:-
Essential:

(i) Master's Degree in Anthropology (with specialization in Cultural or Social
Anthropology) or Sociology from a recognized University; and

(ii) Five years' experience in Social Research on Village and Community Studies.
Desirable:
(i) Doctorate degree in Anthropology (with specialization in Cultural or Sociology

Anthropology) or Sociology from a recognised University.
Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation (including
short term contract). Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for
appointment by promotion,
Note 2: Period of deputation (including short-term contract) including period of
deputation (including short-term contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately

preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organisation or Department of
the Central Government shall ordinarily be one and half year or till availability of eligible
candidate in the feeder grade for promotion, whichever is earlier.
Note 3: The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including short-term
contract) shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of
applications.
Note 4: For the purpose of appointment on deputation (including short term contract)
basis, the service rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006
or the date from which the revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay
Commission recommendations has been extended shall be deemed to be service
rendered in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the
recommendations of the Pay Commission except where there has been merger of
more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or
pay scale, and where this benefit will extend only for the posts(s) for which that grade
pay or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any upgradation.
Duties related to the post of Senior Research Officer (Social Studies) are as
under: -
(i) To assist Assistant Registrar General (SS) in planning and implementation of action

plan of the activities of Social Studies Division concerning ethnographic
studies/surveys on Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, socio-economic
surveys on villages and towns, urban frame, DCHBs, tabulation and analysis of
field data and drafting of study reports.

(ii) Drafting of Census Circulars concerning (i) identification of urban areas and urban
agglomerations, (ii) procedure for coding and classification of new/unclassifiable
Census returns on Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and religion reported in
the Census Schedules canvassed at the decennial Census; (iii) compilation of
village and town level basic amenity/infrastructural facilities in respect of all the
States of India.

(iii) Supervision and guidance in examination of proposals received from all the
States/UTs Census Directorates concerning identification of urban areas and
Urban Agglomerations in each States & UTs and finalization of scrutiny comments.

(iv) Supervision of scrutiny or ethnographic notes, village/town studies reports received
from Census Directorates and also to finalise scrutiny comments.

(v) Finalisation of scrutiny comments of draft DCHB manuscripts.
(vi) Supervision and guidance for finalization of All-India Town Directory. 
(vii) Supervision of guidance of the work concerning examination of proposals on

inclusion/exclusion and other modifications in the Castes SCs/STs lists and
finalization of scrutiny comments.

Delhi Institute of Tool Engineering
(Govt. of NCT of Delhi)

Campus-I: Wazirpur Industrial Area, Delhi-110052
Campus-II: Maa Anandmayee Marg, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-II, New Delhi-110020

ADMISSION NOTICE FOR JOB ORIENTED SHORT / MEDIUM TERM TRAINING
PROGRAMMES FOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Delhi Institute of Tool Engineeririg, a Cenfre for excellence in the field of Tool Engineering and
Mechatronics offers round the year Training programmes in the following fields creating employment
opportunities.

S. Course Name Duration Eligibility Fees in Rs. Venue
No.
1. Certificate course in 04 Weeks 12th pass/ITI/Diploma/ 5000 Campus- II

Air Conditioning B.Tech.
2*. 2 Year Certificate 02 Years 10th pass 1,20,000 Campus-I & II 

course in Tool (30,000 x 4
Technology, CNC Instalments)
& CAD-CAM

3. Operator- 04 Weeks 10th pass 4000 Campus-I & II
Conventional 
Turning

4. Operator - 04 Weeks 10th pass 4000 Campus-I & II
Conventional 
Milling

5. CNC Programming 04 Weeks ITI/Diploma/B.Tech 5000 Campus-l & II
& Operation (Mech/ Mechatronics/
(Lathe & Milling) Prod. Engg./Tool Engg.)

6. Auto CAD 04 Weeks 10th pass 3000 Campus-I & ll
7. CAD-NX 04 Weeks ITI 6000 Campus-II
8. CAD-CATIA 04 Weeks ITI 6000 Campus-II
9. CAD-PRO-E [Creo) 04 Weeks ITI 5000 Campus-I & II
10. PLC (Programmable 04 Weeks Diploma/B.Tech 5000 Campus-II

Logic Controller) (Mech/Mechatronics/
Electrical/ Electronics/
Tool Engg.)

11. Embedded System 04 Weeks Diploma/B.Tech (Mech/ 5000 Campus-II
Mechatronics/Electrical/
Electronics/Tool Engg.)

12. In plant Industrial 04 Weeks Diploma/B.Tech 4000 Campus-I 
training/Summer training (Mech/Mechatronics/ and
for Mechanical / Prod. Engg./Tool Engg.) Campus-II
Production/ Tool 
Engineering students

*The Course at Sr. No. 2 will commence from 01st August' 2018.
How to Apply: (i) Apply on prescribed format available at URL: https://www.dite.delhigovt.
nic.in/pdf/Application-Form-STTC.pdf: (ii) Fees can be paid online. Link available at URL:
https://www.onlinesbi.com/prelogin/icollecthome.htm; (iii) For detailed advertisements kindly refer
DITE website: www.dite.delhigovt.nic.in; For queries: Wazirpur Campus-I: 8800361306, 011-
27006130/129; Okhla Campus-II: 9716974877, 9716025674, 011-49283196, 49283184, E-Mail:
ditesttc@yahoo.co.in
EN 10/73 Director-cum-Principal

(viii)Supervision of drafting of ethnographic notes on SCs & STs and
also the study reports of village/town studies, draft studies etc.
undertaken in the office.

(1) Coordination with all the States & UTs Census Directorates in
the matters of new/unclassifiable Census returns of Scheduled
Castes, Scheduled Tribes and religions in respect of the State
and UTs concerned.

(2) Supervision and guidance in examination of new/unclassifiable
Census returns on SCs, STs and religions reported in Census
Schedules and to suggest appropriate classification under SCs
or STs categories, main religions, respectively based on
published ethnographic information.

(3) Supervision and guidance in examination and finalization of state
and district    level    individual    Scheduled    Castes    and
Scheduled   Tribes population figures and also religion data.

(ix) Supervision and guidance in analysis of village and town level
amenity data   cross-classification   by   PCA data   and
preparation   of  analytical reports.

(x) Implementation of Plan Schemes undertaken in Social Studies
Division. 

(xi) Co-ordination and supervision of general administration, service
matters concerning officers and staff of S.S. Division.

2. It is, therefore, requested that the application of eligible and willing
officers/ candidates and who can be spared immediately in the event
of selection may be forwarded to "The Under Secretary, Admn. III
Section, Office of the Registrar General, India, Ministry of Home
Affairs, NDCC-II Building, ‘A’-Wing, 1st Floor, Jai Singh Road,
New Delhi-110001" in duplicate in the prescribed proforma
(Annexure-Il) duly signed by the applicant and certified by the
Controlling Officers within a period of 60 days from the date of
issue/publication of the vacancy in the Employment News/News
Paper. The applications of only such officers/candidates will be
considered which are routed through proper channel and are
accompanied by supporting certificates/ documents self-attested on
each page in support of Qualification and Experience claimed by the
candidates and are also accompanied with following certificates:-

(i) Bio-data in duplicate as per proforma given in Annexure-II
(ii) Cadre clearance certificate.

(iii) Statement giving the  details  of Major or Minor penalties
imposed upon the officer, if any, during the last ten (10)
years.

(iv) Vigilance clearance/Integrity Certificate

(v) Photo copies of ACRs/APARs for the last five years e.g. from
2013-14 to 2017-18 duly attested on each page by an officer
not below the level of Under Secretary or equivalent.

Candidates who apply for the above post will not be allowed to
withdraw their candidature subsequently. For detailed information,
please visit to our website http://www.censusindia.gov.in.

EN 10/32
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Sainik School Punglwa
(Nagaland)

[Under Sainik Schools Society, Ministry of Defence
Govt of India and Affiliated to Central Board of 

Secondary Education]
(Phone-03839-262010)

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FOR THE POST OF PGT (MATHS) 
(01 POST - REGULAR)

1. Name of the Post: PGT (Maths) (01 Post) Cat : UR
Essential Education Qualification and Age : (i) Minimum II Div/Class
in Post Graduate Degree in Mathematics. (ii)  B.Ed from  recognised
University/Institute. (iii) Age below 35 yrs as on 30 Sep 18.
Desirable : Past experience of teaching at Senior Secondary level in
CBSE affiliated school(s) will be given preference. Having proficiency in
sports, interest in extracurricular activities/ hobbies and aptitude for
residential school life and proficiency in computer.
Perks/Benefit : Pay  and Allowances-will be as per the VI CPC [PB-
9,300-34,800/-with Grade Pay Rs. 4,800/-] and policies of Sainik
Schools Society and applicable Terms and Conditions of service with
certain privileges of a fully residential school. Pay + DA, New Pension
Scheme, LTC, Bonus, Group Insurance and Medical Allowance,
subsidized schooling for maximum two children, Rent Free
accommodation and limited free Electrical units and Free Messing for
self with the Cadets in the Cadets' Mess during the session.
How to Apply ? Eligible  candidates may apply in the prescribed
format as available   at www.sainischoolpunglwa.nic.co with one
recent passport size photograph to the ‘Principal, Sainik School,
Punglwa BPO, Medziphema SO, Dist- Peren (Nagaland), PIN-
797106’ along with photocopies of the Mark Sheets and
testimonials, unstamped self addressed envelope and a Demand
Draft for Rs. 300/- for General and Rs. 100/- for SC/ST (all non-
refundable) drawn in favour of 'Principal, Sainik School, Punglwa',
payable at SBI, Medziphema (Code No. 6759).
Last Date of receipt of applications in the School is within 30
days from the date of publication of the advertisement in
Employment News. No TA/DA is admissible. Incomplete
applications shall be summarily rejected.
The School Administration reserves the right to cancel vacancy
due to administrative reasons without assigning any reasons
whatsoever. 

For details visit: www.sainikschoolpunglwa.nic.co 
EN 10/34

Jawaharlal Nehru University
ADMISSION ANNOUNCEMENT : 2018-19

5 -Year (B. Tech.+ M. Tech./M.S.)

School of Engineering will admit its first batch

of students for 5-Year Dual Degree

programmes (B.Tech. + M.Tech./M.S.) from the

coming academic year 2018-19 in following:

i)    Computer Science & Engineering; and

ii) Electronics and Communication Engineering

For details, please visit: www.jnu.ac.in/se

davp 21284/11/0006/1819 EN 10/91

Securities and Exchange
Board of India

APPLICATIONS FOR THE POST OF

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ON CONTRACT / DEPUTATION
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), is a
statutory regulatory body established by an Act of
Parliament, to protect the interests of investors in
securities, to promote the development of and to
regulate the securities market. SEBI invites applications
from Indian citizens for One (01) post of Executive
Director, on contract/deputation basis.
For more details of the advertisement visit SEBI
website www.sebi.gov.in.
davp 15204/11/0029/1819 EN 10/59

Government of India

National Museum of Natural History        
(Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change)

Applications are invited for the following posts in the prescribed application form. The envelope
containing the application should be superscribed with the name of the post on top and should be
addressed to the Director, National Museum of Natural History, 4th Floor, Block No. 3, CGO Complex,
Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110003. The last date for receipt of applications will be 60 days from the date of
advertisement in the Employment News:
Sl. Name of No.   Method of Level in Age-limit as Reservation Place of
No. Post of recruitment the Pay on last date initial posting

Post Matrix of receipt of 
applications

1. Office 2 Deputation Level 6, Not - One each at
Superin- (Including Rs. 35400- exceeding New Delhi and
tendent Short-term 112400 56 years   Sawai Madhopur

contract) (Rajasthan)
2. Cashier 2 Deputation Level 4, Not - One each at

Rs. 25500- exceeding New  Delhi 
81100 56 years and Mysuru 

(Karnataka)
For details regarding - eligibility criteria, documents required, and application format - please log on

the Ministry's website www.moef.nic.in.
(Naaz Rizvi) 

Director
davp 13109/11/0002/1819 EN 10/90
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occurrence of frequent and severe
droughts across several states in
the coming years. In the midst of
all this crisis, there is dearth of
qualified professionals needed for
bringing effective transformation in
governance of India's water sector.
Water crisis is going to deepen
further in the near future due to
rising urbanization, expanding
infrastructural projects and climate
change, and India will need more
and more trained professionals in
the field of water policy and water
management, to meet the growing
challenge of water scarcity.
Keeping in view such scenario,
special courses on water policy
and water management, focusing
on both theoretical as well as
practical aspects, are offered by
various universities and research
institutes in India as well as
abroad. The aim of such courses is
to produce human resource,
trained in dealing with water and
water related issues, and help
formulate as well as implement an
effective and efficient water
science policy which is based on
sound science and rigorous data,
thus ensuring sustainable water
management pathways. 

Water science policy is studied
and practiced under the broader
framework of science-policy. The
science-policy interface is a
methodological process, which
involves exchange of information
between scientists, policy makers,
practitioners and sometimes public
also, so that scientific findings and
data is integrated in policy making.
Insights from both natural as well
as social sciences is prerequisite
for inclusive, holistic and rigorous
policies. 'Water Science Policy' by
incorporating scientific, social,
economic and institutional
perspectives, contributes in
managing both water quantity as
well as quality, thus ensuring that
every citizen gets access to safe
drinking water, while at the same
time ensuring an optimum use of
water in agricultural as well as
industrial sector.
Scope:
Water Science Policy
professionals can find work
opportunities at both policy as well
as practice levels in various
agencies and bodies, both at
Central and State levels (e.g.
Central Water Commission,
Central Soil and Material Research
Station, Central Ground Water
Board, Flood Control
Commissions, River Boards,
National Projects Construction
Corporation Limited, Environment
Departments, State Agricultural
Departments, Public Works
Departments (PWDs), Planning
Commissions, Urban
Development and Housing & Rural
Development Sector etc.) Besides
they can work in NGOs,
international advocacy bodies,
think tanks and also as
independent researchers. 

Following is a list of popular
programmes offered by
Universities in India as well as
some Universities abroad. The list
is not exhaustive and may include
many more Universities and
institutions across the world:
Degree Programmes and
Training Courses:
1. Centre for Public Affairs and
Critical Theory (CPACT) at Shiv
Nadar University offers

following multi-disciplinary
programmes in Water Science
Policy.
M.Sc in Water Science Policy
Ph.D in Science Policy
PG Diploma in Water Science
Policy
Certificate course in Water
Science Policy
Eligibility: For the M.Sc
programme, PG Diploma
Programme and the Certificate
course, the minimum qualification
required is B.Sc/B.A/ B.Tech or
any equivalent under-graduate
degree. Postgraduate Diploma
and Certificate courses are
particularly designed for mid-
career professionals,
administrators, managers and
development activists. The
University also offers some
scholarships in these courses.
For further details visit https://
cpact.snu.edu.in
2. Water Science and
Governance offered at TERI
University New Delhi
Courses offered:

M.Sc Water Science and
Governance (Eligibility: Graduate
(B.Sc/B.A) or equivalent from any
branch of Engineering,
Environmental Science,Physics,
Mathematics, Statistics, Chemistry,
Geology, Atmospheric Science,
Economics, Geography, Zoology,
Botany, Anthropology, Agricultural
Science.)

M.Tech. Water Resource
Engineering and Management
(Eligibility: Graduate or
equivalent from any branch of
Engineering or Postgraduate or
equivalent in Environmental
Science,Physics, Mathematics,
Statistics, Chemistry, Geology,
Atmospheric Science, Economics,
Geography, Agricultural Science
with Mathematics at 10+2 level)

PG Diploma in Water Science
and Governance (Eligibility:
Graduate (B.Sc/B.A) or equivalent
from any branch of Engineering,
Environmental Science, Physics,
Mathematics, Statistics, Chemistry,
Geology, Atmospheric Science,
Economics, Geography, Zoology,
Botany, Anthropology, Agricultural
Science)

Certificate Course in Water
Science and Governance
(Eligibility: Graduate (B.Sc/B.A)
or equivalent from any branch of
Engineering, Environmental
Science, Physics, Mathematics,
Statistics, Chemistry, Geology,
Atmospheric Science, Economics,
Geography, Zoology, Botany,
Anthropology, Agricultural
Science.)

Ph.D in Water Science and
Governance (Eligibility: M.Sc or
M.Phil in a relevant field or
equivalent.) For Details
visit: www.teriuniversity.ac.in
3. Centre for Water Policy,
Regulation and Governance in
School of Habitat Studies, Tata
Institute of Social Sciences
(TISS)-Mumbai.
Programmes Offered:
M.A/M.Sc in Water Policy and
Governance (Eligibility:
Bachelor's Degree of minimum of
3 years duration or its equivalent (
under the 10+2+3 or 10+2+4 or
10+2+2+1 year bridge course
pattern of study or any other
pattern fulfilling the mandatory
requirements of 15 years formal
education) from a recognised
University, in any discipline)
4. Interdisciplinary Centre for
Water Research (ICWaR), Indian
Institute of Science (IISC)-
Bangalore.

The centre is meant to carryout
state-of-art research in water
science and technology.

Programmes Offered:
M.Sc. (Engg), Ph.D. and Post-

doctoral research (Eligibility
Criteria: B.tech, M.Tech and Ph.D
in relevant field)
For more details visit: http://
www.icwar.iisc.ac.in/
5. School of Water Resources at
Indian Institute of Technology
Kharagpur
Programes offered: 

M.Tech. in Water Engineering
and Management and Ph.D. 
For details visit: http://
www.iitkgp.ac.in/ department/WM
6. Department of Water
Resource Development &
Management at Indian Institute
of Technology, Roorkee
Programmes offered:

M.Tech. and Post Graduate
Diploma in Water Resource
Devlopment (Eligibility:
Engineering degree in civil,
electrical or mechanical)
M.Tech. Irrigation Water
Management (Eligibility: B.Tech
in Civil/Agricultural or masters
degree in Agricultural Sciences)

Ph.D. Masters/M.Tech degree in a
relevant area.
7. Indian Institute of Technology,
Bhubaneshwar
Programmes offered:

M.Tech in Water Resource and
Engineering (Eligibility: Min 60%
marks in B.E./B.Tech or equivalent
Degree in civil/agricultural
engineering with a valid GATE
score)
For details visit: www.iitbbs.ac.in

Some foreign universities
providing popular courses and
specializations in Water Science
Policy and Management are as
follows:
1) M.Sc/MPhil in Water Science,
Policy and Management at School
of Geography and the
Environment, University of Oxford,
United Kingdom
For details visit: https://
www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/graduat
e / c o u r s e s / s o c i a l - s c i e n c e s /
geography-and-the-environment?
wssl=1
2) M.Sc in Water Science and

Governance at Kings College
London 
For details visit: https://
www.kcl.ac.uk/study/postgraduate/
taught-courses/water-science-
and-governance-msc.aspx
3) M.Sc in Water Science and
Management at Utrecht University-
Netherlands
For details visit: https://
www.uu.nl/masters/en/water-
science-and-management
4) M.S.Programme in Water
Science and Policy at University of
Delaware-United States.
For details visit: http://
www1.udel.edu/ waterscience
policy/courses.html
5) M.Sc. in Sustainable Water
Management at Tufts University-
Massachusetts, United States

For details visit:
http://swm.tufts.edu/

The Author is Science
Communicator and Science
Policy Researcher based in New
Delhi.
Email: raiesaltaf@gmail.com
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National Power Training Institute
(Ministry of Power, Government of India)

Badarpur, New Delhi-110044
Ph.: 011-26940722, 26952083, 26944198

Website : www.nptidelhi.net & www.npti.in

ADMISSION NOTICE Post Diploma Course in Power Plant Engineering (2018-19)
Course Covers Syllabus as per Central Electricity Authority (Measures relating to Safety and

Electric Supply) Regulations, 2010

WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN? The main aim of this
course is to develop pool of technically trained
manpower readily available for recruitment to the
Indian Power Sector. The courses shall enhance
the knowledge and skills of the engineers
sponsored by various Power Utilities and fresh
diploma engineers.
ABOUT THE COURSE:- This is modular course of
duration 52 weeks PDC (Power Plant Engineering)
Formal coaching will be held at Regional Institute of
NPTI located at Badarpur (New Delhi), On job
training for PDC is conducted at nearby Power
Stations and the training on state of the art
simulator, at NPTI, Faridabad or some other place.
The courses cover the syllabus as per Indian
Electricity Rules. 
ELIGIBILITY:-
FOR PDC (Power Plant Engineering)
Diploma in Mechanical/Electrical/Electronics/
Control and  Instrumentation  Engineering (Regular
Basis) or equivalent.
Graduate engineers are not eligible
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION :
Merit cum % in quaiifying examination.
TOTAL SEATS : 80. Reservation for OBC/SC/ST/
physically challenged   as per Govt. of India Norms.
25% seats are reserved for candidates sponsored
from Power utilities. If sufficient sponsored
candidates are not available, the seats will be filled
by non-sponsored candidates.
*The number of seats may be changed at the
discretion of the NPTI management.
In case of excessively large applications another
PDC batch may be started.
PLACEMENT:
Many reputed companies visit NPTI for campus
placement and placement fee is charged
additionally. However 100% placement is not
guaranteed.
HOW TO APPLY :- Applications on plain paper
alongwith receipt of payment of Rs. 400/- paid by
SBI collect is to be enclosed (*for making
payment, visit NPTI (NR) website nptidelhi.net
and see how to make online payment at
notification in home page), with name of the
course being applied superscribed on top of
envelope containing application, should reach on
or before 13.07.2018 to The Principal Director,
National Power Training Institute (NR),
Badarpur, New Delhi-110044 with one passport
size photographs in the following format; 1. Name
of the Programme 2. Name of Applicant 3. Father's
Name 4. Mother's Name 5. Date of Birth & age as
on 29.06.2018, 6. Sex, 7. Marital status 8.

Nationality 9. Whether SC/ST/OBC/PH 10. Postal
address 11. Contact No. 12. E-mail address 13.
Educational Qualification starting from 10th
standard, stating subject, college/Institution % of
marks & year of passing. 14. Experience if any 15.
Receipt received after online payment is to be
submitted alongwith application 16.
Sponsored/Non sponsored (if sponsored attach
sponsorship certificate and enclose copy of last 12
salary slips and copy of bank statement showing
credit of last 12 months salaries in his bank account
duly attested by Bank Manager). 17. Signature_
(attach self-attested copies of proof for S.No. 5, 9,
13 & 14). OBC candidates have to submit non
creamy layer certificate issued on or after
01.04.18. Application can also be downloaded from
our website www.nptidelhi.net.
COURSE FEE: may be paid in three installments
by non-sponsored candidates of PDC course.
Payment of fees is to be done through SBI
Collect/ NEFT/Online transfer.

Course Non- Sponsored (Rs.) 
Sponsored single 

(Rs.) installment
PDC (PPE) 1,45,000* 2,20,000*

* G.S.T extra @18% shall be charged separately on
all charges including placement charges.
There is no fee concession for any category of
candidates. The cost of transportation to local
industries/utilities will be Rs. 6000/- + 18% GST.
Outstation transportation/boarding/lodging charges
will be borne by the participants separately. A
refundable caution money Rs. 8,000/- for hosteller
and Rs. 4000/- for non hosteller (subject to full fee
payment) is to be deposited at the time of joining.
LODGING/BOARDING: Hostel Facilities is
provided on first come first serve basis, subject to
availability on nominal charges. Girl candidates are
provided separate hostel at NPTI, Faridabad. It is
mandatory for Hostellers to take meals only in
hostel.
IMPORTANT DATES:
1. Last Date of Receipt of application: 13.7.2018
2. Results/Counseling list declaration: 20.7.2018
3. Counseling: 6.8.2018
4. Commencement of Course: 7.8.2018
Note : Detailed Instructions/ Notifications or
any future information to the candidates
regarding course    will be displayed at NPTl
(NR) websites only.
E-mail id's & Contact Number for correspondence
1. rajeshshukla243@gmail.com, 99530902772
2. muttu4494@yahoo.co.in, 9442157517

50 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE POWER SECTOR
davp 34108/11/0001/1819 EN 10/95
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National
The Centre has urged the States and Union Terri-
tories to take necessary steps for including male
child victims of sexual abuse in the Victim Com-
pensation Fund. Women and Child Development
Minister Ms. Maneka Gandhi in a letter has
requested that compensation including interim
compensation may be given to such victims on
time. She said, male child who is the most neglected victim of child sexual abuse
is being ignored for award of compensation and needs to be included. The Minis-
ter also highlighted that the POCSO Act is gender neutral and safeguards the
interest of not only the girl child but also the male child.
Union Minister Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad has said
digital connectivity has vastly improved in the
country since NDA government came to power.
Enlisting achievements of four years of NDA gov-
ernment in Hyderabad, the Minister said the infra-
structure of the country is rapidly changing. He said
Narendra Modi government is working tirelessly for
the poor and the farmers. Shri Prasad termed the
government as the most transparent one. He said technology is playing a crucial
role in growing economic and foreign clout of the country. He said unlike  earlier,
every rupee that the government is spending is reaching people now.
The Supreme Court has directed the Centre not to
disburse any grants to the States which have not
registered domestic workers under the Unorgan-
ised Workers Social Security Act. The apex court
expressed disappointment after it was informed
that several States have not complied with its
direction for starting registration process from Feb-
ruary this year. The directions to the Centre came on a petition filed by an NGO,
which had told the court that despite the Act coming into force in 2008 and framing
of several schemes, no domestic worker has enjoyed their benefits.
The fourth International Yoga Day celebrations will be held at
Dehradun in Uttrakhand on 21st June. Addressing the media
in New Delhi, Secretary of AYUSH Ministry, Shri Vaidya
Rajesh Kotecha said, the event is going to be a Mass Yoga
Demonstration as Prime  Minister Shri Narendra Modi will
attend the event. He said, AYUSH Minister Shripad Yesso
Naik, Uttarakhand Chief Minister, Shri Trivendra Singh Rawat
and Yoga Guru Ramdev will also join the celebration with the Prime Minister.
Shri Amit Khare, IAS has assumed charge as
Secretary in the Ministry of Information &
Broadcasting on superannuation of Shri
Narendra Kumar Sinha, IAS. Prior to his
appointment, Shri Khare was Additional Chief
Secretary, Government of Jharkhand. During
a career span of more than 33 years, Shri
Khare has held various field postings and has
worked from grassroots to the higher levels of governance in both State and
Central Governments.
India Meteorological Department, IMD has said, the overall rain-
fall across the country during southwest monsoon season this
year is most likely to be normal. Releasing the second stage
Long Range forecast, the IMD said, quantitatively, the monsoon
rainfall between June and September is likely to be 97 per cent
of the Long Period Average (LPA) with model error of plus or
minus four per cent. The monsoon is considered normal if the
average rainfall is between 96 to 104 per cent of LPA.

International
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has said, India
remains the fastest growing economy in the world with
lowest fiscal deficit and inflation. Addressing a big gath-
ering of Indians at Marina Bay Sands Convention Centre
in Singapore, the Prime Minister said, Indian currency is
stable and foreign direct investments are growing. Shri
Modi elaborated on the growth story of India in the field
of infrastructure, development and financial inclusion
and the government's commitment to realise the dream
of New India by 2022. Prime Minister also launched international Rupay Card,
Bhim app and Unified Payment Interface for international remittance. On the final
leg of his three-nation tour to South East Asia, the Prime Minister said, India has
warmest and close relationship with Singapore based on natural partnership and
shared vision. Earlier, the Prime Minister made a brief halt in Malaysia this morning
after concluding his Indonesia visit. He met his newly-elected Malaysian counter-
part Mahathir Mohammad in Kuala Lumpur. The two leaders discussed ways to
boost economic and cultural relations between the two countries.

The joint military exercise SURYA
KIRAN-13 between India and Nepal
began at Pithoragarh in Uttarakhand .
The military exercise is a biannual
event which is conducted alternatively
in Nepal and India every six months.
Three hundred soldiers from both the
countries are participating in this military exercise. Women soldiers from Nepal are
also taking part in this Joint Military exercise.  
US President Mr. Donald Trump has said  that talks
with North Korea in New York have been very posi-
tive and he is expecting the delegation from
Pyongyang to travel to Washington tomorrow to
deliver a letter to him from leader Kim Jong Un.  Mr.
Trump's comments come as the two sides are laying
groundwork for a possible summit between President
Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un.

Business & Economy
The Indian economy grew 7.7 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2017-18. The GDP
had expanded 5.6 per cent, 6.3 per cent and 7 per cent, in the first three quarters
of 2017-18. According to the data released by Central Statistics Office, robust per-
formance in manufacturing, construction and service sectors as well as good farm
output contributed to the overall growth. However, the economic growth slowed to
6.7 per cent in 2017- 18 compared to 7.1 per cent in 2016-17.
Union Home Minister Shri Rajnath Singh has said India will be among the top five
economies of the world in 2018-19 with the rate at which it is growing. Addressing
media in Bhopal on four years of NDA government, the Minister said India has
become the most attractive destination for foreign investment. Shri Singh said
there has been an increase in price of petrol and diesel due to the rise in the price
of crude oil in international markets. He however pointed out that this has not
affected the economy of the country. He assured that the government is trying to
solve it so that public do not suffer.
The Centre has approved construction of one
lakh fifty thousand houses for urban poor under
the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana. The Housing
and Urban Affairs Ministry, in a press release
said that latest approval entails an investment
of 7,227 crore rupees with central assistance of
2,209 crore rupees. The approval was given in the 34th meeting of the Central
Sanctioning and Monitoring Committee held at New Delhi.
India and World Bank have signed a 500 million
Dollar loan agreement to provide additional
financing for Rural Roads Project under Pradhan
Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY). The
project was implemented by Ministry of Rural
Development, which will build 7,000 km of
climate resilient roads, out of which 3,500 km will
be constructed using green technologies.
Employees' Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) has asked
its field offices to credit 8.55 per cent rate of interest for 2017-
18 into the Provident Fund accounts of around 5 crore sub-
scribers. According to an order issued by the EPFO, the
Labour Ministry has conveyed approval to credit 8.55 per cent
rate of interest for last fiscal. The Finance Ministry had ratified
8.55 per cent rate of interest on EPF for the last fiscal, but it could not be imple-
mented because of model code of conduct for Karnataka elections.
Union Minister of State for Agriculture Shri
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat has said, pulse
production has increased during the last 4
years. He was speaking at a review meeting on
agri-horti sector in Guwahati. The Minister
stressed on proper implementation of Fasal
Bima Yojana. He added that Prime Minister has given emphasis on the develop-
ment of the North East region.

Sports
Union Youth Affairs and Sports Minister Col
Rajyavardhan Rathore has sanctioned
financial assistance of five lakh rupees to
fencer Kalambia Chanu of Manipur for
medical treatment. The assistance was
released from Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay
National Welfare Fund for Sportspersons.
Chanu is suffering from multiple Sclerosis
and could not continue her sports.
In French Open Tennis, the Indian duo of Yuki Bhambri and Divij Sharan have
entered the second round of Men's doubles event in Paris. The pair overcame the
Indo-French duo of Purav Raja and Fabrice Martin in three sets 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.

(Images Courtesy : Google)
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